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My charges are harsh,
my charges are cruel,
my charges are true.
Gatewood Galbraith.9
page 3A

66 We came here
to take care
of business.

WASHINGTON — Americans
are enjoying their safest year
on the highways in three
decades, federal officials say,
as deaths and drunken driving
are down and use of seat belts
is up. Page 3A

SPORTS
PITTSBURGH — Pittsburgh
Stcelers coach Bill Cowher
needed just one season to
accomplish what predecessor
Chuck Noll never did in 23
seasons: win the NFL Coach
of the Year award. Page 28

FORECAST
Mostly cloudy. A 30 percent
chance of rain. Low in the
upper 40s. South wind around
10 mph. Thursday, cloudy. A
50 percent chance of showers.
High 50 to 55. Outlook for
New Year's weekend: Dry.
Lows in the upper 20s to lower 30s. High 40 to 45.

LAKE STAGES
KENTUCKY LAKE
356.4, -0.3; below 319.2, -0.1
BARKLEY LAKE
356.4, -0.2; below 321.2, +0.1

INDEX
Two Sections - 20 Pages
Classifieds
5B, 6B
Comics
7B
Crosswords
7B
Dear Abby
7B
6B
Horoscope
Murray Today
5A- 8A
Obituaries
8B
4B
Perspective
Sports
2B, 3B

MISS YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30 p.m.
Saturday are urged to call
753-1916 and ask for the circulation department between
5:30-6 p.m. Monday-Friday or
3:30-4 p.m. Saturday.
• • • •
TO SUBSCRIBE: 753-1916
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month was cancelled after a fire
caused extensive damage to the
Mayall home.

By GINA HANCOCK
Murray Ledger & Times Start Writer

Claiming that "widespread"
newspaper, television and radio
reports have created a "hostile"
environment for his clients, attorney Rick Jones has filed a change
of venue motion on behalf of Dr.
Lynn and Mary Mayall.
Circuit Court Judge David
Buckingham said a hearing on
the motion has not been rescheduled. One set earlier this

when Mayall resigned after a
meeting with church trustees.
A complaint was lodged
against Mayall which eventually
led to the return of church financial records and funds to the
Eastwood trustees.

The Mayalls were indicted
Aug. 27 on charges of theft and
complicity to theft of unlawful
taking of more than $300 from
Eastwood Baptist Church where
he served as pastor.
They have both entered not
guilty pleas.

In his motion, Jones stated that
the Mayans would not be able to
get a fair trial in any adjoining
county and indicated he wants the
trial set in another section of the
state.

A dispute between the Mayalls
and the church erupted May 3

Fiscal Court will meet at 10
a.m. Thursday for a second reading of that amendment.
"I feel comfortable now that
this particular plan has been
squashed, but I still plan to write
a letter detailing some of my concerns with this particular notification," Elias said.
He pointed out that Purchase
Container estimated it would
handle 250,000 tons of out-ofstate garbage annually.
"That's more than twice the
amount of solid waste produced
annually by our city and county
combined," Elias said.
He estimated that local waste
averages 118,000 tons a year.
"I also want to express concern
about the lack of environmental
checks in the form. There is
nothing to show how this company would safeguard our en % ironment," he said.
The plan called for barges to
be unloaded at the Hutson Company dock on Kentucky Lake.
The garbage would then be
trucked to Graves County
Landfill.

By GINA HANCOCK
Murray Ledger & 'Times Staff Writer

Supporting affadavits from
Donald E. Robinson and Billy
Snyder were also produced stating that conditions preclude the
defendants from receiving a fair
trial.
In his response, Special Prosecutor Richard Weisenberger cited
one Kentucky case in which it
was ruled that the mere fact a juror has heard, talked about or read
about a case is not sufficient
grounds for a change of venue.
Weisenberger has also filed a

plea-bargain offer that would
grant Lynn Mayall three years
probation and dismiss the charges
against his wife if he would plead
guilty.
Restitution, determined by the
court, would also have to be
made to the church based on a
time frame from December 1991
to April 1992.
Buckingham said no action has
been taken on behalf of the Mayalls in response to that offer.

GIVING THEM AN ADVANTAGE

The cliche "a day late and a
dollar short" could be applied to
the Kentucky Division of Waste
Management in Frankfort.
But that agency's response to
an Open Records request by the
City of Murray was more than a
day late.
Try three weeks.
On Dec. 8, City Planner Don
Elias requested a copy of the
notification form that Purchase
Container Transport of Mayfield
had filed with the division in the
Cabinet for Natural Resources
and Environmental Protection.
That notification spelled out
the company's intention to set up
a transfer station for out-of-state
garbage in Calloway County.
Elias felt details contained in
the form would help the city and
county fight the transfer station.
But by the time the form
arrived in the mail a couple of
days ago, the Calloway County
Fiscal Court had already moved
to amend the county's solid waste
plan to include a local permit
process for such facilities.
• TURN TO PAGE 2

STACEY CROOKLedger & Times photo

Chad Canerdy (left) and Tony Ryan (right) sail along on their rollerblades while Nathan Luffman
(center) keeps up on tennis shoes during a neighborhood hockey game recently.

Bush, Yeltsin to sign nuclear arms treaty this weekend
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Bush and Russian
President Boris Yeltsin will hold a Black Sea summit this
weekend to sign a historic treaty requiring the destruction
of thousands of long-range nuclear weapons.
"This treaty is good for all mankind," Bush said in a
Rose Garden announcement. Yeltsin, in remarks relayed by
Russian officials, said the START Il treaty was the "document of the century."
Bush said the pact would cut long-range nuclear arsenals
by two-thirds over the next several years.
The treaty is the most far-reaching accord in the brief

history of nuclear disarmament, and the signing summit siles, would be eliminated — 154 of them under the
will cap a breathtaking series of agreements that coincided Strategic Arms Reduction Treaty of 1991 and now the last
with Bush's term in office and the demise of the Soviet 154 under START II.
'The United States would retain seaborne multipleworld.
The pact bans all land-based nuclear missiles with multi- warhead missiles, assuring its nuclear supremacy.
The treaty is subject to Senate confirmation, and Bush
ple warheads designed to hit several targets simultaneouspredicted it would be approved.
ly, and includes these other provisions:
Bush also said he had kept President-elect Clinton
•The U.S. and Russian arsenals of strategic nuclear warheads, now about 20,000 combined, would be pared by informed on the progress of the treaty negotiations. Clinton
has spoken favorably of the accord in general terms, most
about two-thirds by the year 2003, or earlier.
on Tuesday.
recently
misSS-I8
heavy
weapons,
'The most fearsome Russian
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THE 'SUNSET YEAR'

Many face poverty, pain in last year of life
WASHINGTON (AP) — For
many Americans, their last year
of life is one of loneliness, poverty and physical helplessness, says
a government study.
About half need help or special
equipment to bathe, dress, walk
or use the toilet and more than
one-third need help eating,
according to a nationwide mortal-

ity survey conducted for the
National Center for Health
Statistics.
More than one in four had been
living alone and more than one in
six had family incomes of less
than $5,000 and came from
households with no property or
other assets, the study said.
The 250-page study examined

the last year of life for Americans
over age 24 who died in 1986.
Because the median age at death
was 74 years, it yielded a wealth
of data on older people.
Isadore Seeman, the 76-yearold researcher who authored the
report, said in an interview that
the picture it paints is a real, if
bleak, one.

Because
"With 50 percent of all adults according to the study.
the
ages,
older
to
lived
they
who die needing help with a daily
than
more
help
needed
women
activity, with the fact that women
live longer and suffer loneliness men in their last year 8f life.
The statistics, however, are not
... there certainly is a strong indidisheartening. For examtotally
cation that these are difficult
are living longer, and
people
ple,
said.
times for people," he
More than half of the women they can prolong their lives furthwho died had already outlived
their husbands, many for years, • TURN TO PAGE 2

Fort Campbell
What was yourfavorite holiday movie? troops prepare
for departure

PUBLIC OPINION

CLASSIFIEDS
;

To place a classified ad. call
753-1916 between 8 a.m.-5
p.m. Monday-Friday or 8
a.m.-noon Saturday and ask
for the classifieds department.
Please check rates and deadline information on the first
page of the classified ads
section.

OFFICE INFO
To reach any department of
the newspaper, call 753-1916
and specify which person or
department you wish to contact. Our regular office hours
are 8 a.m.-5 p.m MondayFriday; 8 am.-noon Saturday.

AFTERNOON — SO CENTS

Mayalls seek to move site of theft trial

an,

•

Times

SERVING MURRAY & CALLOWAY COUNTY SINCE 1879

VOLUME 113 NO. 309

Copy of transfer station's
Jamal Mashburn 99
page 2B
notification finally arrives
SAFER DRIVING

.1.

ROBERT SANDERS
My favorite was A Christmas
Carol. I like the way Scrooge
gets taught his lesson.

ERIN GROGAN
I liked Home Alone 2 It was
funnier than the fiNt one

MATTHEW MORRIS
I liked Aladdin. My favorite part
was the castle and the genie

FORT CAMPBELL, Ky. (AP)
— About 45 soldiers were
expected to leave Fort Campbell
today. headed to Somalia to help
in the relief effort in that nation.
Were it not for inadequate air
and sea ports, the soldiers would
likely have spent Christmas there,
said George Heath, a spokesman
for the Army post. More than 900
of them were put on alert earlier
for Operation Restore Hope.
The first four dozen were scheduled to fly out this afternoon.
Those scheduled for deployment are members of the 86th
Evacuation Hospital and the 61st
Medical Detachment, Heath said.
"An evacuation hospital is
capable of every level of medical
care short of being in a stationary

CONNIE McCLELLAN
Beauty and the Beast was my
favorite. It was a really good
• TURN TO PAGE 2
cartoon
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ECONOMIC UPSWING

District court jury duty list
The following people are to report for jury duty in the Calloway
District Court on Thursday. Jan. 7. 1993 at 9 a.m. in the Miller
Courthouse Annex, 201 So. 4th Street in Murray:
Brent Allen, Ken Allen Darnell. Ronald David Hill, Jody B.
Jones, Jennifer McReynolds, Edward Shinners, Charles Kenny
Stubblefield. Randy P. Taylor. Dana Paul Ahart, Eric Christopher
Andrews, Max R. Bailey. Sandra Chapman Barrow. Donald Ray
Beard. Kathy L. Bedwell, Steven Lee Beyer, Charles D. Brewer,
John Q. Burton, Elizabeth A. Bussey;
James C. Cavitt, Larry W. Chambers, Janice J. Claud. Ronald S.
Conner. Daniel R. Craig. Loraine Cunningham, Michael A. Cutini,
Linda Sue Farris, Ernest D. Elkins, Michael D. Eldridge, Alpha J.
Edrnonson, Linda Lou Dunn, Alfred R. Duncan. Terry L. Downey,
Timothy Ray Dowell, Lala Ardell Dowdy, Alvin Doughty, Jr.,
Stanley Darnell. Gary Lee Darnell;
Jeffrey L. Darnall. Mary D. Johnson. Milisa H. Hutson, Nick A.
Horton. Earl Hobbs Jr., Gregg T. Helmich, Nellie M. Hays, Otto
Glenn Hamer. Jeffrey Lynn Gordon. Marge A. Gertsh, Derick T.
GarTIOtt, Terry Gamer, Darby Warren Futrell, Clyde Futrell, Nancy
B. Fowler, Joan Carol Morris, Lola P. Miller, Lagena J. McKinney,
Angela J. McGinnis;
Margaret M. McCuiston. Robyn Lee McCarty, Terry Lassiter,
Casey R. Kurth, Lori D. Kirks, Dina Marie Kimsey. Roxie J. Jones,
Jerry Clayton Jones. David Lee Jones. Barbara Ethridge Sullins.
Richard D. Smart, R.C. Sheridan. Gregory Allen Scott. Mark
Edward Salim, Lisa Gilmer Rudolph, Sandra Jean Reichert, Sharon
B. Prescott;
Shawn Timothy Penrod, Robert Ray Peebles. Jeffrey Lynn Gordon, James M. Norsworthy, Will M. Outland, Leslie W. Parrish,
lronda J. Parrish, Joe Nell Parker, Eva J. Holloway, Sue Lassiter
Lamb, Jean Hun Wilson. Ricky Winders. David Eugene Williams.
Jacqueline M. Waterfield, Regina Ann Wallace, Denote Walker.
Ruth Elizabeth Vaughn, Russell A. Turner, Ronald Tracy, Teresa
Elnora Thurman, Jane Ann Thorn. James R. Sweatman, James
Howell Starks, HowcU Thomas Starts.

Government's leading index
jumps 0.8 percent in November
WASHINGTON (AP) — The in advance.
government's chief economic
The November jump, which
forecasting gauge leapt 0.8 per- was in the range anticipated by
cent in November, the strongest economists, followed a 0.5 pergain in 10 months, the Commerce cent advance in October. Before
Department said today.
that, the index had declined durThe increase in the Index of ing three of the previous four
Leading Indicators, the second in months. November's rise was the
a row, was a sign that President- strongest since a 1.7 percent gain
elect Clinton will enjoy an impro- in January.
ving economy during his first
"It was a solid number. Gains
months in office.
Traditionally, economists were both good-sized and wideregard three consecutive move- spread. It wasn't just a fluke."
ments of the index in the same said economist Robert G. Dededirection as an indication of eco- rick of Northern Trust Co. in
nomic activity six to nine months Chicago. "The conditions for

future growth are clearly
present."
In a separate report, the department said new home sales in
November fell 8.3 percent, the
worst drop in eight months, to a
seasonally adjusted annual rate of
565,000 units. That followed an
8.2 percent decline in October,
revised up from an initial estimate of a 10.3 percent decline.
Economists weren't expecting
the November drop but they
weren't overly concerned because
the department this year has consistently revised up its initial
sales estimates.

•Copy of transfer...
FROM PAGE 1
The state received the notification May IS. It shows that industrial, municipal, and special waste
would have been accepted from
New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, and Connecticut.

The following are estimated
monthly tonage amounts for each
state: New York — 23.000; New
Jersey — 4,000; Pennsylvania —
4,000 and Connecticut — 4,000.
There is a discrepancy on the
form between the amount of esti-

mated tonnage and the actual total of the above figures.
The total tonage from the four
states is 420,000 tons.
Elias said he also wants to urge
the state to give careful review to
such applications in the future.

•Fort Campbell...

RED TAG SALE

FROM PAGE 1
position," Heath said. "The only
difference between an evacuation
hospital and Vanderbilt (Medical
Center) or Baptist (Hospital) is
that it can be in another country
in two weeks."
Heath also said about two
dozen preventive medicine specialists are on standby, noting
that disease appears to be as great
a threat as starvation in Somalia.
It has been previously reported
that the nation has only one large
airport and one serviceable seaport. There are 45 nations actively involved in the relief effort
there.
"That's why most of our personnel got to spend Christmas at
home, " Heath said.
Not all of the soldiers on
standby have medical specialties.

Four Days Only
Thursday, Friday, Saturday & Sunday
Open New Year's Eve & New Year's Day 10-6

About 350 members of the Army
Special Forces also are awaiting
orders.
"They will also be doing
humanitarian relief work, "
Heath said. "They are a very versatile organization."
The Army does not release the
deployment schedule in advance,
but the spokesman said the
rethaining 850 soldiers would be
deployed "at a moderate rate"
and in the "not too distant
future," depending upon the
availability of aircraft and needs
in Somalia.
Two dozen soldiers from Fort
Campbell are already in the
famine-ravaged African nation.
Some are part of the advance
team for the evacuation hospital,
while others have been assigned
to a headquarters unit, Heath
said.

III Manyface...
smokers and drinkers live shorter
lives. Cancer and heart disease
were among the major causes of
er through exercise.
Only one in six of those who death. High blood pressure was
died in 1986, according to the prevalent, afflicting at some point
survey, had exercised regularly. in their lives nearly half of the
Nearly seven out of 10 had exer- people who had died.
Seeman said people should
cised rarely or not at all.
At the time of the study, peo- consider allowing more Medicare
ple were less aware of the bene- spending on preventive medicine.
Older people should be vaccifits of aerobic exercise, Seeman
said. "Now we do recognize it, nated against flu and pneumonia,
so people in their 50s and 60s and older women should be
who are exercising should con- taught ways to prevent hip fractures, one of the chief causes of
tinue doing it," he said.
The study also confirmed that mobility problems, he said.
For the study, researchers
interviewed the next of kin or
KENTUCKY
another close relative of 17,000
of the 2 million people who died
LOTTERY
in 1986. Further data was then
gathered from hospitals, nursing
homes and other health care facilities where the deceased had
been.
On MAI OA I D W. MOU 1110111rt
It was the first such "followINE IN SA ITIna
back" study by the government
Pick 3
since the 1960s and was far more
7-2-4
comprehensive than its
Cash Five
predecessors.
6-21-24-27-28
A study in 1993 will lower the
cutoff age to 15 so researchers
can gather more information on
suicides, homicides and deaths
accidents that are more prefrom
Shell
valent among the young.

FROM PAGE 1
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clearance. Does not apply to regular
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JCINDRIMPI Campsony. One

Catalog Phone
759-4080
1-600-222-6161

Office Phone
759-1400

Store Hours
Mon Sat 10-9
Sun 12 30 5 30

Salon Hours
Mon -Toes -Wed 10-8
Thurs. ti Fri. 9-8
Sat. 9-6; Sun. 1-5

JCPenney

If you can hear, but can't always understand
the words, we can help! We offer a wide
variety of hearing instruments including the:
• Latest computerized models
• Tiniest, in-the-canal sizes
Call today for an audiological evaluation:
30 Duty
AUDIOLOIN
Ofisr
mat
SERVICES III

Chestnut Hills • Murray
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WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 30, 1992

Convictions of eastern Kentucky lawmen upheld

News of the World
COMPROMISES HELPED WRAP UP TREATY
WASHINGTON — The United States and Russia compromised on three
final issues to wrap up the nuclear arms-reduction treaty that President
Bush wanted before leaving office next month. Based on a report from Secretary of State Lawrence Eagleburger, who handled the 11th-hour negotiations in Geneva with Russian Foreign Minister Andrei Kozyrev and Defense
Minister Pavel Grachev, a summit will be scheduled soon for Bush and Russian President Boris Yeltsin to sign the START II accord Anatoly Krasikov,
a deputy spokesman for Yeltsin, said early today that Bush and Yeltsin
arrive in the Black Sea resort of Sochi on Jan. 2 and sign the treaty the next
day. There was no formal summit announcement from the White House in
advance of Eagleburger's early morning meeting to report to Bush, but it
had been widely anticipated that Bush would stop enroute home from a New
Year's visit to Somalia to sign a treaty assuming agreement was reached in
Geneva.

BUSH TO VISIT LAWLESS MOGADISHU

MOGADISHU, Somalia — American troops and Secret Service personnel
rushed today to prepare for the New Year's visit of President Bush to one of
the most chaotic, lawless towns on earth. Razor wire barriers were being
strung at the sites Bush will visit in Mogadishu, sand bags were being
placed around new gun pits and machine gun posts and Marines were
extending and tightening their control. ''We are very concerned about the
president's security when he visits here," said Marine Col. Fred Peck. "I
doubt if any American president has ever visited a nation in such turmoil
and such a state of anarchy .... We are doing everything we can to assure
his safety."

PUTTING SOMALIA BACK TOGETHER AGAIN
MOGADISHU, Somalia — While the world tries to keep this country alive,
teams of specialists are quietly sizing up the social wreckage and drafting a
blueprint for putting Somalia back together again. Next month, U.N. experts,
private consultants, relief agencies and newly formed regional committees
of Somalis will complete a proposal aimed at setting up a functioning society. What's needed are adequately equipped hospitals, drinkable water, safe
sanitation systems and local police forces to keep order in a country now
terrorized by thieves, extortionists and gunslingers. Children have been
without schools for two years, and the country without operating commercial
seaports, trade links, an agriculture industry, and a simple system for getting goods back to market.

LOWEST HIGHWAY DEATH TOLL IN 30 YEARS
WASHINGTON— Americans are enjoying their safest year on the highways
in three decades, federal officials say, as deaths and drunken driving are
down and use of seat belts is up. Transportation Department officials projected Tuesday that when 1992 is over, 39,500 people will have died in
motor vehicle accidents — the lowest death toll since 1962. They also
expect the fatality rate based on total miles driven to continue the annual
decline it began a decade ago, dropping one-tenth of a percentage point to
1.8 deaths per 100 million miles of vehicular travel. "We're talking about the
lowest fatality rate in history. It's something we all should celebrate," said
Marion Blakey, administrator of the National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration.

JEAN HARRIS GRANTED CLEMENCY
NEW YORK — Jean Harris, killer of the "Scarsdale Diet" doctor, got the
news that she'd been granted clemency just before she was wheeled into
the operating room for seven hours of heart surgery. The 69-year-old former
headmistress of an exclusive school for girls could be out of prison in a matter of weeks after almost 12 years behind bars for the 1980 slaying cf her
lover, Dr. Herman Tarnower. She awaited freedom while recovering from a
quadruple bypass operation at Westchester County Medical Center in Valhalla, where she was listed in critical condition today. After denying Harris
clemency in 1988 and 1990, Gov. Mario Cuomo granted her request Tuesday, citing her "above-average behavioral record" in prison and her work
with other inmates.

CUBAN PILOT LANDS AIRLINER IN MIAMI
MIAMI — The pilot and passengers of a Cuban airliner leapt for joy and
exchanged high-fives after they spiked a crew member's coffee, overpowered the co-pilot and put the plane down in Miami in a dramatic bid for freedom. "I feel very happy ... to have been able to ridicule the communist system of Cuba," said the pilot, Carlos Cancio Porcel. "It was a very complex
maneuver, a year in the planning." All but five of the 53 people aboard
requested asylum when they reached Miami International Airport on Tuesday. While those fleeing Cuba generally get asylum, the FBI said it was
investigating whether the incident violated U.S. hijacking laws. Cuba
denounced it as a terrorist act.

COUPLE FACING 'HOME ALONE' CHARGES

CHICAGO — Tan from a nine-day Acapulco vacation, a couple were
arrested on their return and charged with leaving their young daughters
home alone with little more than instructions on when to eat and when to go
to bed. David Schoo, 45, and his wife, Sharon, 35, of suburban St. Charles
were charged Tuesday with child abandonment and jailed on $50,000 bail
after police boarded the couple's plane to arrest them on their arrival at
O'Hare Airport. Child welfare officials took custody of the daughters, Nicole,
9, and Diana, 4, after police found them home alone Dec. 21. Nicole had
called 911 when a smoke alarm accidentally went off a day after her parents
left. "This is a very bizarre case," said David Clark, administrative chief for
the Kane County state's attorney's office. "I've heard some people say that
'Home Alone' only belongs in the movies."

BRAZILIAN PRESIDENT FACES TOUGH TASK

BRASILIA, Brazil — The first, daunting task new President ltamar Franco
faced today was explaining to Brazilians how he plans to pull Latin America's largest country out of one of its worst economic crises in history. The
62-year-old Franco was sworn in on Tuesday, a few hours after impeached
President Fernando Collor de Mello resigned 20 minutes after his trial in the
Senate began for gross corruption. Early today, lawmakers, undeterred by
Collor's retreat, convicted him of official misconduct. The conviction bars
him from holding office for eight years. Franco said this week he would continue the free market policies of his precedessor, but promised not resort to
shock treatment, such as price and wage freezes, to curb inflation — as
Fernando Collor de Mello did. Franco is expected to outline in a speech his
plans to combat inflation, now running at about 25 percent a month, end
recession, fight poverty and lower interest rates which have stunted investment and economic growth.

INVENTING A BETTER...MOUSE?
WASHINGTON — Unlike most inventions recognized by the government,
patent numbers 5,175,383 and 5,175,384 and 5,175,385 can squeak, eat,
drink, mate and even wiggle pink noses. The new patents are mice made by
genetic manipulation. The U.S. Patent and Trademark Office announced in
its Official Gazette on Tuesday that patents for laboratory mice had been
granted to Harvard University in Cambridge, Mass., GenPharm International
of Mountain View, Calif., and to Ohio University in Athens, Ohio. The patent
is the second species ownership for Philip Leder, a Howard Hughes
researcher at Harvard. Leder and colleagues developed the first patented
animal, the "Harvard mouse," in 1988. Leder's new patent is for a mouse
strain whose males naturally develop enlarged prostate glands, a condition
that mimics a serious disorder in human males.

'John Doe'segment to be
aired again; not on WPSD
line and the office of McCracken
County Coroner Jerry Beyer.
"There's always a possibility
that not everybody saw it the first
time," said Detective Jimmy
Greif of the McCracken County
sheriff's office.

PADUCAH, Ky.(AP) — Officials are hoping a television rerun
may provide a name for John
Doe, who fell to his death from a
commuter aircraft departing
Barkley Regional Airport on
Sept. 30, 1991.
A rerun of an NBC "Unsolved
Mysteries" segment, featuring
the incident will be aired tonight.
When the show was telecast
last September. it prompted more
than 200 calls to the sheriff's
office, the TV show's toll-free
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Gatewood Galbraith, a Lexington
lawyer who is running a second
race for governor, claims that
health-care costs would be
reduced by 20 percent in Kentucky if people were allowed to
grow marijuana or buy it legally.
Galbraith said Tuesday that
Kentucky stands to make millions
of dollars if marijuana is
approved for medicinal purposes,
as advocated by President-elect
Clinton's surgeon general
designate.
Galbraith said the drug could
help patients suffering from a
variety of illnesses including
glaucoma, bronchitis and AIDS.
Galbraith ran for governor in
the 1991 campaign as a champion
of legal marijuana and finished
last in a four-way race with 5
percent of the vote. He
announced his bid for the 1995
campaign in July of this year,
saying marijuana legalization
"will not be my main issue this
time."
Galbraith said allowing people
to grow a few pot plants in their
back yards for medical use or
purchase it through a therapy

PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — An
inmate charged with murder may
have been attempting suicide
when he fell from a catwalk in
the McCracken County Jail,
according to jail Supervisor Cliff
Gill.
But other investigators could
offer no explanation for Michael
M. Carbonel's 14-foot fall on
Thursday. Some jail personnel
and inmates said Carbonel displayed no suicidal tendencies
beforehand.
Carbonel was charged in the
fatal shooting of his former wife,
Sherry Thomas, after she left her
job at a doctor's officibec. 23.
Carbonel, 34, remains in critical
condition at Western Baptist Hospital in Paducah.
Police Sgt. Steve Haines said a
document written by Carbonel
was found in his motel room after
his arrest but it did not appear to
be a suicide note.
Jailer Joe Childs produced a
form showing that in the admitting officer's "visual opinion,"
Carbonel's behavior did not suggest the risk of suicide.
Childs also gave The Paducah
Sun copies of statements gathered
during the jail's internal investigation. The names of inmates
who had written statements were
deleted from the copies.
One inmate, in a handwritten

ALLERGY SEASON? NOW?
It's not just an outdoor problem!
DUST MITES, MOLD SPORES, MILDEW, PETS - EVEN
CHRISTMAS TREES!
The list of possible irritants goes on and on!
II you are having problems long after you thought allergy
season was over, you need to learn how to
CONTROL YOUR ENVIRONMENT
CALL

But appeals court judges
Damon J. Keith, Cornelia Kennedy and Nathaniel Jones
rejected those arguments. They
said there was evidence that the
convicted officers advised the
agents on how, where and when
to drop the cocaine brought in by
aircraft.
The five lawmen also maintained that the agents introduced
cocaine into their counties, where
it had not been a problem
previously.
The court, however, said there
was evidence that Mann and.
Drake were helping cocaine distributors in Kentucky.
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that he and Carbonel had been
talking and that afterward, he
thought Carbonel had returned to
his cell.
"But when I looked, he was
standing at the top of the stairs
with his arms folded on the rail,"
the inmate said.
The inmate said he walked past
Carbonel on his way upstairs to
his cell. "I said, 'How's it
going?' He said, 'All right."'
The inmate reported that Carbonel was watching TV and
laughing when he went inside his
cell, but said that the next thing
he heard was other inmates
screaming, "Man down."
Jail employee John Rayburn
reported that when he first saw
Carbone!, he was face-down on
his stomach "with what appeared
to be a massive clot blocking his
mouth and nose."
Rayburn said he used a towel
and paper towels to clear Carbond's mouth and nose so he
could breathe and then checked
for a pulse, which he reported to
be weak.
Gill commended the actions of
Rayburn and another employee,
Floyd Neblett. "If they had not
responded properly, the man
would have died right back there.
He was choking on his own
blood," Gill said.

introduced criminal activity
where it had not existed and that
the agents controlled all aspects
of the drug ring.

For More Information
Call:

statement to jail officials, said

RICHARD H. STOUT, M.D
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program would save "tremendGrinspoon, a Harvard psychiatous dollars on behalf of the
rist, has written 15 books, hunstate."
dreds of articles and served on
At a news conference Tuesday
national and international panels.
in Louisville, Galbraith predicted
Mikuriya is editor of the Marijuathat Clinton's nominee for surna Medical Papers and has studgeon general, Dr. Joycelyn
ied marijuana as a medicine since
the early 1970s. Morgan is a proElders, will come under fire
because she said she would advo- fessor of pharmacology at the
cate the use of marijuana for City University of New York
Medical School.
medicinal purposes. Elders, 59,
Galbraith said his campaign
had been Clinton's health director
will mainly focus on corruption
in Arkansas since 1987.
in state government in light of
Also Tuesday, Galbraith
announced that "The People's the FBI investigation that has
produced bribery charges and
Committee to Elect Gatewood
Galbraith Governor 1995" will subsequent guilty pleas from a
conduct a two-day public hearing legislator, two former legislators
next month on whether medical and two lobbyists.
The legislature and the govermarijuana would cut the cost of
nor's office are motivated by
health care in Kentucky.
The committee has asked two "self-interest, special interest,
Kentucky newspapers, and medi- bribery and corruption," Galcal schools at the University of braith said.
"My charges are harsh; my
Kentucky and the University of
Louisville to nominate a panelist charges are cruel," he said. "My
for the session scheduled Jan. charges are true, and the FBI is
proving them point by point on a
18-19 in Lexington.
Members of the panel will hear daily basis."
Education, economic developtestimony from three scientists
ment and environmental protecwho have researched the issue
Drs. Lester Grinspoon, Tod H. tion also will be key issues in his
campaign, Galbraith said.
Mikuriya and John Morgan,.

Accused murderer critically
injured in catwalk fall at jail

(Editor's note: Paducah's own
NBC affiliate, ,WPSD-TV, will
not air "Unsorved Mysteries"
tonight due to telecast of
tonight's UK-St. John's basketball game.)

`.1 % t

other officers, the court said. It
ruled that the mayor and city
council made the important decisions about police matters.
Noe and the four other lawmen
were convicted in August 1991 of
taking payoffs to protect shipments of marijuana and cocaine.
The others are former Owsley
County Sheriff Billy McIntosh,
former Lee County Sheriff Johnny Mann, former Wolfe County
Sheriff Lester Drake and Drake's
deputy, Wilson Stone.
Undercover FBI agents posed
as drug smugglers in the sting
operation, code-named "Walking
Short." The case against the
officers ranks as the largest federal investigation of drug-related
public corruption in state history.
In their appeal, the lawmen
argued that the undercover agents

Galbraith says medicinal pot
could mean windfall for state

UPS
Pick-Up
I).„,, ,,,.„„..,
"Ill ‘‘

otherwise big defeat, however,
and'attorneys for the five former
officers were not pleased.
"We're definitely disappointed
with the decision," Hieronymus
said.
Heironymus said that the five
former officers will have to
decide whether to continue appealing, but that he expects the men
will ask their attorneys to continue trying to get their convictions overturned.
The men could ask the entire
6th Circuit to review Tuesday's
decision, which came from a
three-judge panel, or could ask
the U.S. Supreme Court to review
the case.
Noe, 32, was one of three
police officers in Beattyville, a
town of only 1010 residents, and
he worked the same shifts as

CINCINNATI (AP) — A federal appeals court rejected arguments from five eastern Kentucky
lawmen who were convicted in
one of the state's biggest drugrelated corruption cases.
The 6th U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals Tuesday upheld the convictions of the lawmen on federal
drug-conspiracy charges, but former Beattyville police chief
Omer Noe may get a shorter
sentence.
The court ruled that Noe
should not have been called a
"high-level decision-maker" by
the district court.
The court's ruling could cut
Noe's sentence from 12%2 years
to about 10 years, said his
lawyer, Paul Hieronymus of
McKee.
That was a small victory in an
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Letters to the Editor
Chairman thanks United Way support
Dear Editor:
We received the following letter from Mr. W.R Howell, chairman
of the board of governors of United way of America and CEO of
JCPenney. We wanted to share this letter with the volunteers and
community members.
We want to take this time to thank all United Was volunteers for
their ongoing efforts during the extended campaign and the comniunity for its conunued support of United Was.
Warren Hopkins. president; Frantic Ray. chairman
Murray-Calloway United Way, 607 Poplar Suite 100. Murray
Dear Chief Volunteer Officer:
As we near the end of the year — and the end of most United Vs.I
g
campaigns nationwide — I want to acknowledge the outstandin
I
us.
reach
results
the
As
.
campaigns
these
into
gone
have
efforts that
arIl impressed time and again by the dedication of the +olunteers and
professionals who conduct local campaigns.
Results may not always be what we hoped for, but this year thes
represent true success given the adverse conditions you laeed It's
clear the economy still womes many Amcncans and restrists their
giving. And it's equally clear that news stones about t nited Was ot
America also affected their gising I. as much as you. ted the pain
over that
However, I cannot express enough my admiration for sou and your
team's continuing dedication to furthering the cause of American philanthropy. in spite of all that worked against us So mans others
would have given up in the face of such a tough challenge You and
your team did not.
Painful though our crisis has been. I'm consinced that WA has
emerged stronger and more focused on our true mission V. e under sun.: even more acutely that UWA's mission is service to losal
rued Ways. Our SUN::esS IS measured by your sus,eSN
That UWA enters the new year a much stronger service wpm/anon is due in large part to your involvement. During the last nine
months, you have spoken up forcefully about your needs and ei.peetaDons. We at UWA have listened, and I think you'll agree that Ste ha'.
responded.
We have recruited a superb new president. Elaine Chao We hase
tightened controls and restructured for greater effitienss. And most
important of all, we now have local United Way representatives on the
Board of Governors. They are definitely articulating the conserns • ,1
local United Ways, and adding new depth and perspective to In:
board's deliberations.
Because of these changes. I arll looking forward to 1993 besoming
a banner year for the United Way movement. We have shed many of
the weights that hindered us. and 1 am convinced that our momentum
in 1993 will reflect that.
The strength of the momentum will once again depend upon the
strength of the partnership between LAVA and each local communits
Elaine. the members of the board and 'I are all committed to making
that partnership work. I hope we can count on your commitment too
The past year has also underscored for me the continuing. importance of the United Way movement. The dislocations and constraints
imposed by new economic and social forces have created enormous
needs among American citizens. They are needs that government
alone cannot solve. They call for the -spirit that lies at the heart of this
holiday season: people compassionately reaching out to one another in
caring service.
My very best wishes to you and your community for a happy holiday season. And may the new year be the best ever for each and evers
local United Way.
W.B. Howell, chairman. UWA Board of Governors
JCPenney. PO Box 659000, Dallas, TX - c2f,c-9000

Sympathy runs outfor stranded driver
There is something about a fax
that conveys urgency. So when
the fax arrived at my desk. I gave
it my immediate attention.
Boy. the words were so angry,
they almost leaped off the fax
paper.
To my relief, the anger wasn't
directed at me. I was the recipient
of a copy. presumably so I could
share an the outrage.
The original fax was addressed
to the Illinois State Police office
in Oak Brook. It said:
"I am absolutely sickened and
disgusted at the service you are
providing to motorists who are
stranded with disabled cars!!!
"To charge S38 for delivering
two gallons of gas to someone is
clearly outrageous.
-Last Thursday evening, a
friend of mine was driving my
car and ran out of gas on 1-88
approashing Oak Brook She was
stranded nearly an hour before
even one pollee officer approached her to offer assistance.
"Ile went away, said he would
radio for help, and 15 minutes
later a marl named Cory pulled
up in a pisikup truck with two or
three gallons.
"He told ms friend he is contracted through you to provide
service. Not only did he want S38
for his servises, hut when she
gave him S40, he couldn't make
change and kept the extra $2!!!
"What 111c het! kind of service
I can underare you pr
stand s1.17, 7a! Sift $15, maybe
520.
"1 expe,t a prompt response to
this letter 1 an; also contacting
my alderrilan. Mayor Daley's
office a:id a sariets of other
offices to notity than of thisinexcusable treatment of an Illinois motorist.'
This was written by a young

State Editorial Roundup
The Kentucky Post, Covington:
the
It's beginning to look like tobacco farmers ought to get
message.
The senior vice president of a tobacco company told Kentucky farbut
mers (recently) the outlook for the state's money crop is anything
amount
the
cut
to
e
Agricultur
of
t
Departmen
U.S.
rosy. He expects the
of burley it will allow Winters to grow next year by 10 percent.
And 10 percent more the next year.
That can mean only one thing — less money for Kentucky farmers.
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in
Over the past decade, the number of people smoking cigarettes
because
strong
held
market
the
...But
declined.
the United States has
tobacco companies found new smokers overseas.
Now a small african nation, Malawi, is trying to take over those
of
markets. Will Snell, a tobacco economist from the University
on
Kentucky, said increasing world production is putting a squeeze
burley farmers in the United States.
It's past time to put the squeeze on this problem. ...
s
The state 'Department of Agriculture, the university's researcher
until
unturned
dirt
of
shovel
no
leave
and Kentucky farmers should
they find a cash crop that can replace tobacco.
KenThe physical health of all people and the economic health of
effort.
all-out
tucky demand such an
farTo postpone it much longer only ensures that many Kentucky
mers will endure financial pain.

World Editorial Rolindtip
Dec.ii; The (Nairobi, Kenya) Daily Nation, on U.S. soldiers staying
in Soma/id:
A perfect opportunity for the warlords to break the U.S.-brokered
accord of last week is for the Americans to leave before they have
worked out some kind of lasting settlement. ...
So far, no one is talking about doing away with the warlords hut
that, too, is a prospect, considering the scale of Somalia's suffering.
Clearly. President Bush underestimated the kind of problem he was
sending his troops in to solve. Obviously. U.N. Secretary-General
Boutroa BouPos-Ghali knew the scope of the problem.
Of course. Washington says it does not want to play the policeman's role in Somalia. or anywhere else in the world, but the crux of
the matter is the Americans must stay longer, they must stay as long
as it takes to restore hope.
•

•

ROYKO SAYS

Mike Royko
Syndicated columnist
woman named Deborah, who
lives on the Near North Side.
Her friend, the stranded motorist, is a young woman named
Lynn, who lives in Lincoln Park.
This story interests me
because, while it is not a major
event, it tells us something significant about our society.
But before we get to that, we
should hear Lynn's version:
"You see, other cars that I've
driven. when they said empty you
knew you had still three to five
miles left. But this car, well,
when it said empty, it meant
empty. I didn't know that."
Lynn said several people
stopped and asked what her problem was but only one seemed
friendly and eager to help.
"I really felt victimized. There
could have been some loony out
there. Anything could have happened. There wasn't much concern for me or my safety. Nobody
even asked my name.
"And when the cop finally'
came, he didn't get out of his car.
I had to walk over to his car. He
motioned me over. Isn't that
wild?
"Then, after he left, some kind
of state truck stopped, and I said:
'Well, did you bring me my gas?'
And he said: 'No, I'll radio it in.'
Obviously, no one was
communicating."
Finally, the truck with the S38
fee showed up and Lynn was
again on her way.

accidents.
He did not appear overwhelmed by Lynn's plight. Of
course he wasn't. He probably
thought: "With everything else
I've got to do, here's a bubblehead who doesn't have the sense
to stop at a gas station. And she
acts like it's my fault."
Then there is the guy driving
the
truck on the night shift, which
Now she and her friend Debornearly as good a job as
isn't
various
to
letters
off
ah are firing
(She's in real estate.)
Lynn's.
public officials demanding to
her it's $38, which
He
tells
know why Lynn was treated this
$zl worth of gas. Is
$3
or
includes
way.
price? I don't
an
that
outrageous
I don't know what these offiLynn or
would
much
How
know.
cials will say, but I think I can
if a
charge
Deborah
her
friend
it.
explain
stranger asked them to go out
The reason Lynn went through into the cold, fill a can with gas,
that unpleasant hour and a half on drive several miles, pour the gas
the shoulder of a toll road is that into a stranger's car, take some
Lynn did something really dumb. guff and then drive several miles
Yes, that seems to be the crux back to the garage?
of the matter.
Now they're firing off letters
The car she was driving has a
faxes to the mayor of Chicaand
device that told her when she had
their alderman, who have
and
go
a
of
a quarter of a tank, an eighth
nothing to do with the
absolutely
lank and when she was down to
And even if they did,
roads.
toll
empty.
would be justified in
the
mayor
She
got
do?
So what did Lynn
responding:
to empty and just kept going.
"Lady, I'm trying to run a city
But what does she say? Does
of
almost 3,000,000 people, many
embarrassshe hang her head in
ment and mumble, "Boy, am I a of them with real problems. But
at least most of them have the
dumb klutz, or what?"
sense to gas up the tank."
No, she engages in the great
So I can't share the outrage of
American pastime of looking
Lynn and her friend. It is only
around for someone else to fitting that when people do dumb
blame.
things, they should suffer a bit of
She says she felt "victimized." discomfort. If they didn't, we'd
Imagine, she runs out of gas and
have even more idiocy in the
that makes her a victim. But isn't
world, and we've surpassed our
everybody these days?
The question is, who victimLynn should look on the bright
ized her?
Was it the state trooper? He's side. She could have been born in
of covered
responsible for many miles of the pioneering days
wagons.
got
He's
crowded highway.
Try sending an angry fax to an
drunks, speeders, tailgaters, lanechief.
Indian
hoppers and maybe a few
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Johnnetta B. Cole: Clinton's left-leaner
(inc of those heading "cluster"
groups within President-elect Bill
Clinton's transition team — the
people who exercise considerable
influence in the selection of Cabinet
and agency appointees — is Dr.
Johnneua B. Cole, a radical activist
with strong tics for more than two
decades to revolutionary groups,the
Cuban government and assorted
domestic and international Cornmunists working to spread "revolutionary principles" throughout the
world.
Most of the biographical information printed about Cole, who is
president of the mostly black and
female Spelman College in Atlanta,
is tame enough. She was described
in the Nov. 26 Washington Post as
the transition team's "cluster coordinator for education, arts, labor and
humanities." In 1987, she was the
first African-American woman to
become president of Spelrnan. She
holds a doctorate in anthropology
from Northwestern University and
was a professor of anthropology at
Hunter College.
But in fact Cole's academic work
seems to be almost a sideline to her
political objectives. Absent from
her biography is any mention of her
credentials as an activist and
staunch supporter of the MarxistLeninist governments of Cuba and
Angola.
Beginning in the early 1970s,
Cole was a member of the National
Committee of the Venceremos Brigade (VB), an organization estab-

lished by the Cuban intelligence
service(DGI)for what Communists
call 'active measures" purposes,
foremost of which was to work to
eliminate the U.S. economic blockade. Among the DGI officers at the
initial VB encampments in Cuba
was Julian Torres Rizo, who later
served at the United Nations and
was Cuban ambassador to the radical New Jewel Movement regime
that sought to turn Grenada into a
Cuban satellite. Ronald Reagan
liberated Grenada when he sent in
U.S. troops.
After the demise of the Weatherman faction of Students for a Democratic Society (SDS),the U.S. operations of the VB were under the
control of the Communist Party,
U.S.A. (CPUSA). VB National
Committee members during the "70s
and early '803 when Cole was
serving included Terry Cannon,
then a staff writer for the Communist newspaper People's Daily World,
and Alexandra "Sandy" Pollack,
CPUSA's international solidarity
organizer who was a leader of the
VB, U.S. Peace Council and the

U.S. Committee in Solidarity with
the People of El Salvador before her
death in a plane crash in Havana.
Cole has written and spoken in
favor of Fidel Castro's regime. In
1976,Cole and her husband Robert
signed a letter to Newsweek urging
the magazine to publish a rejoinder
to statements by former Black
Panther Eldridge Cleaver who
charged that Cuba was shipping
soldiers to Angola to quiet internal
dissent. The rejoinder was signed by
Lennox Hinds, the U.N. representative of the Soviet-controlled lawyers front, the International Association of Democratic Lawyers.
In an article published in The
Black Scholar, a special "report
from Cuba" edition, Cole contributed an essay titled "Afro- Amen can Solidarity With Cuba." Among
other things she claimed that Cuba
had done away with racism. She
wrote that the elimination of racism
posed a threat to white Arnencans.
They know," she wrote, "that racism is a necessity for the continuation of their system ofeconomic and
political exploitation And those

who rule this country know also that
when a people develops a firm antiracist and anti-capitalist ideology
and practice at home, this same
ideology becomes a cornerstone of
their international practice."
Cole further advocated a *revolutionary process" modeled after Castro's revolution to do away with
racism in America. She said
America had practiced "aggressions" against Cuba.
On Feb. 26, 1984, Cole was a
professor at Hunter College. She
spoke at a tribute to Herbert Aptheker,the veteran CPUSA theoretician,on the occasion of his appointment as president emeritus of the
American Institute for Marxist Studies, a CPUSA ideological education institution founded by Aptheker in the 1960s.
As reported in the People's Daily
World, Cole said that Aptheker
"showed how important it is to
develop quality scholarship in opposition to the ideas put forth
against the people's movements."
And shecntiqued the policies of the
Reagan Administration this way:
"Of all human barbarities, the least
bearable is the absurd. Reagamsm is
absurd, and we will bear it no
longer."
Johnneua Cole is an influential
member of Bill and Hillary Clinton's transition team. It is fair to ask
how deeply her leftist ideology will
be reflected in those she recommends to help run the country for
the next four years.
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MURRAY TODAY
Daughter of local man featured in holiday event
The following story about Nancy Ellison Gibbs, daughter of
Mitchell Gibbs of Murray and
Robbie Herman of Louisville and
granddaughter of Mrs. Mavis L.
Gibbs and the late Fred Dale
Gibbs of Murray, appeared in a
recent issue of The Pioneer
News, Shepherds ville. The story
is by John Roberts, staff writer.
• • • •
'NICHOLS — It is every
dancer's dream.
Landing a part in the prestigious Louisville Ballet's produc-

tion of the annual holiday classic,
The Nutcracker.
Auditions earlier in the fall
transformed fantasy into reality
for 8-year-old Nancy Gibbs of
Nichols.
She played a cook in eight of
the show's public performances
at the Kentucky Center for Arts.
'I was real happy,' Nancy said
as her eyes twinkled. 'I tricked
my Mom by saying I didn't get a
part.'
'She hid the papers from the
Louisville Ballet and I believed

her,' explained Nancy's mother
Robbie Herman.
Nancy is a member of the
Stepping Out dance studio in
Louisville, specifically the Little
Pros ensemble.
Of the 12 youths in Little Pros,
six, including Nancy, auditioned
around Halloween for parts in
The Nutcracker.
All six secured parts as cooks
and comprise nearly half of the
18 total cooks in the ballet's Bcast.
'We were thrilled for Nancy
and for Tammy Stayton's dance
studio. That's quite an accomplishment for them,' said
Herman.
Nancy's part involved carrying
fake cakes in a kitchen scene
along with pointing to a stove
and helping scoot the make
believe appliance across the stage
in Act II.
Her role includes full baker's
costume and make-up accompanied by a baker's hat and an apron.
When the character of Clara
arrives, Nancy sets her cakes on a
table and stands sideways while
Clara consumes the pastries.
Nancy then gets to hold her
belly and laugh long and
hard...without uttering a sound.
Since The Nutcracker is all
dance and music without dialogue, the youth has found a
challenge in communicating emotion through muscle movement.
'It's not easy telling a story
without talking,' she remarked.
As a student in Karen Allen's
ungraded primary class Nancy
embodies the essence of The Nutcracker when she wears the colorful sweatshirt, necklace and
button.
But onstage, she will be diffi-

cult to identify except for two
unmistakable features, her big
bright eyes.
'I'll bc in full costume and the
only thing people will see is my
face,' said Nancy.
Working with the Nutcracker
has been a valuable experience
for Nancy has seen that humility
reigns supreme.
'The actors are very nice and
down to earth people,' she said.
'I was not made to feel overwhelmed at all. Everyone was
friendly.'
In fact, the toughest balancing
act has been juggling homework
with rehearsal tunes in
Louisville.
'Ms. Allen's been an understanding teacher. I like Nichols
because it's where all my friends
and teachers arc,' said Nancy.
Nancy looks up to those who
have been positively influential
in her life, such as the dance
teacher she affectionately refers
to as 'Ms. Tamme' and the Star
Troupe of Stepping Out.
Her career ambition is to dance
on the Broadway stage or become
a dance teacher.
She also hopes to make a
return appearance to the Barnstable's Kentucky Derby party next
year. In May, Nancy played a
munchkin in the Diamond Derby
Ball.
Among her awards for dance
are first place in the National Star
System Contest at Pigeon Forge,
Tenn., and first place in Applause
and second in Show Biz at the
McCauley Theatre in Louisville.
Nancy hoped the public would
come to see her in one of The
Nutcracker's many shows.
'It's a good show so please
come and see me,' she said."

The Family YMCA of Murray has special pfograms planned for
1993, according to Francie Ray, director.
These include Low Impact Aerobics, Step Aerobics, 50+ Fitness,
Evening Aquatics, 50+ Aquatics, Co-ed Volleyball, YMCA Basketball
League, and After School Goodtimes Program.
Ray has worked very hard during the past year to improve and conduct special programs for the YMCA Program. She has spoken at various clubs and churches concerning the work.
The YMCA office is located on the bottom level of Weaks Community Center. Ruth Ann Outland is secretary for Mrs. Ray. The
YMCA is an agency of the United Way.
Any persons interested in enrolling in any of these programs are
asked to call 759-YMCA.

Operation Overnight planned
Operation Overnight will start at 10 p.m. on New Year's Eve at Murray
Middle School for youth, ages 12 to 17 or in grades 7 through 12. Following
registration, teens and their sponsors will participate in games and other
group activities. A pizza buffet will be at Pagliai's at midnight. This event is
being sponsored by Main Street Youth Center and several local churches.
Assisting the Main Street Board will be Dawn and Roger Choate, Debbie
Ferguson, R.P. Hodge, Sherrie Holbrook, Ron Hubbard, George Ligon, John
Page and Carla Taylor. Tickets are $5 per person and can be purchased
from any of the Operation Overnight Committee, at Main Street Youth Center, or call Linda Lester, 436-2657.

Music Friends will meet
Four Rivers Music Friends will meet Sunday, Jan. 3, at 2 p.m. in the
Annex of Calloway County Public Library. Even though the library will be
closed for inventory, the meeting will be held. This is open to all persons
interested in music of any form. It is an informal gathering of lovers of music. For more information call Vel Burkeen, 753-6979, or Jamie Fields,
753-9450.

New Year's Day service planned
A special service of worship is being planned by the Murray-Calloway
County Ministerial Association. This will be on Friday, Jan. 1, New Year's
Day, at noon at First Christian Church, 111 North Fifth St., Murray. A period
of meditation will be from 11:30 a.m. to noon. Ministers of the city and county will take part in this special New Year's service. The Rev. Rebecca
Church, president of the ministerial association, invites the public to attend
this special program.

Singles Too plans event
Singles Too will meet New Year's Eve, Thursday, Dec. 31, at 7 p.m. for
dinner at Delamar's Restaurant at South 12th Street and Glendale Road,
Murray. Later the group will go to the home of Joann Simmons at 1554 Canterbury, Murray, to play cards and see the new year of 1993 in at midnight.
This is a support group for all single men and women that have never been
married, are separated, divorced or widowed. For more information call Celia, 753-6078, Sandy, 753-0817, or Beverly, 435-4228.

Brooks Chapel plans event
Brooks Chapel United Methodist Church will have a special Watch Night
Service on Thursday, Dec. 31, starting at 9 p.m. and continuing through
12:01 a.m. on Friday. Jan, 1. Special music will be presented by the group,
Second Timothy. Breakfast will be served. The public is invited to attend, a
church member said.

Country Club plans event
AP

Murray Country Club will have a New Years' Eve Dance and Breakfast on
Thursday, Dec. 31. The dance, featured music by a live band, Night Fish,
will start at 8 p.m. Breakfast will be served at midnight. All members and
their out-of-town guests are invited to attend. Reservations should be made
by Thursday, Dec. 31, by calling 753-6113.

Nancy Ellison Gibbs in costume
CORRECTION

Singles plan special event

Better Value
Photo Galaxy
Every Day This Week!

Not 2 For'1

2 For 1

Your 3" or 4" prints returned bound
In the Photo Galaxy album system.

Photo
NO issiatia con KoclaS. pro:swan cm 126111m Calor pals arty U.. RIKI Cads Emalops Cilts goof ING-.0 Jan 2. 1981
Gala s a reposed tadsmark ol Waits Inc

753-6095

Hwy. 641 North

DOLL GIVEN AWAY — Jewell Lee, right, won the Gerber Baby
Doll in the promotion for St. Jude's Children Research Hospital,
Memphis, Tenn. Epsilon Sigma Alpha International Sorority Alpha Mu Chapter and Mu Sigma Collegiate Chapter at Murray
State University sold tickets for the doll at Wal-Mart. All proceeds
of the sales, including outright donations, a total of $500, will now
be sent to the hospital. The new Collegiate Chapter Mu Sigma also
shared in earning philanthropic hours and monies in this fundraiser for St. Jude's. Mrs. Lee of Rt. 1, Dexter, said she was
doubly pleased she won because she planned to give the doll to her
four-year-old granddaughter. Jean F. Lewis, left, one of Alpha
Mu's newest members, made the presentation to Mrs. Lee.

Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will sponsor its fourth annual New
Year's Dance on Thursday, Dec. 31, from 7 p.m. to 1 a.m. at Joe Creason
Community Building, Benton City Park, Benton. Dottie Sager will be the D.J.
and the admission will be $5. All singles are invited to attend. SOS is a
support and social group for single adults whether always single, separated,
divorced or widowed. The purpose of the SOS for the past five years has
been to provide jpositive social interaction and support in feeling good about
being single. For more information call Pamela, 753-7638, Jeanne,
753-0224, Shirley, 1-527-9748, or Tom, 1-232-5407.

Lake-Land plans events
The Rev. and Mrs. Wayne Smith of Winnsboro, La., along with with their
singer/musician son David, and daughter Krista, will be at Lake-Land Apostolic Church on Wednesday. Dec. 30, at 7 p.m. 'This will be a great time of
worship, praise and preaching,• said the Rev. James H. Cain, pastor. On
Friday and Saturday, Jan. 1 and 2, at 7 p.m., the Rev. Charles Johnson of
Memphis, Tenn., will be at the church for singing and worship. He is a singer, songwriter, musician and preacher. He is assistant pastor to his father,
the Rev. Don Johnson, pastor and recording artist. The public is invited to
attend, according to Rev. Cain.

Homemakers' Council meeting Monday

After Christmas Sale

It

Dec. 30th-Jan. 2nd • Closed New Years Day
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No Appointment Necessary Call 759-9811

Richie Richardson, a member of the 1977 graduating class of Murray
High School, and his wife, Jodi, and two young daughters, Amber, 8, and
Kelli, 6, lost all of their belongings in a fire in their apartment they had just
moved into at Tacoma, Wash. The family barely escaped the building and
were unable to save any of their things. The 1977 class members are collecting funds to send to Richie and his family. The Richardson family is now
residing at 3815 North Pearl St., Apt. C4, Tacoma, WA 98407. Any one
wishing to make a donation is asked to call Susan Wrye, Susan Brandon, or
Kelly Doran at 753-5515.

Student Ski Trip planned
A special ski trip for university students is planned by First Baptist
Church. The group will leave early Monday morning, Jan. 11, and return late
that evening. Twenty students are needed for the trip. For information call
the church office. 753-1854.

Senior High Retreat planned
The Senior High Ski Retreat of First United Methodist Church is planned
for Jan. 22 to Jan. 24. Those planning to pin the group for the weekend are
asked to call John C. Page, director of Children and Youth at the church

Lay Speaker Training planned
A training program for persons interested in becoming certified lay speakers will be held Jan. 12, 19 and 26 from 7 to 9 p.m. nightly at First United
Methodist Church, Camden, Tenn. The cost of the six hour program will be
$5. Any members of South Pleasant Grove United Methodist Church interested in becoming certified as lay speakers are asked to see the Rev. Jim
Alford, pastor, no later than Jan. 3.

New Boy Scout Troop meets Monday
Boy Scout Troop 641, sponsored by Murray Rotary Club, is now meeting
each Monday at 6:30 p.m. at Murray Auto Auction, Inc., located on Oki 641

204 N Brewer 642-9019
Downtown Paris 1-800-748-9392

North near Almo. This is for all boys, ages 11 to 18. Chuck Morgan is scoutmaster and Darrel Stutter is assistant scoutmaster. For more information call
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MHS Class to help Richardsons

Reeves Drapery Outlet

Visa
MC
Discover

I "a •"- thy

36“-72- Also Available

Calloway County Homemakers' Council will meet Monday, Jan. 4, at
11:30 a.m in the auditorium of Weeks Community Center. Vinita Winters,
president, urges all 14 of the city and county homemakers clubs to have
representatives present at the meeting.

Morgan at 753-1105.
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Special sessions will be
held for smaller churches
Jeffrey Hicks, associate, Sunday School Department, Kentucky Baptist Convention, will be
coordinator for special sessions
planned for small Baptist
churches.
Growth ideas for smaller churches and training for leaders,
including pastors. Sunday School
directors/teachers/workers, outreach directors, deacons, discipleship training leaders and interested members, will be offered by
Kentucky Baptist Convention
Sunday School department.
The sessions will be held on
the following dates:
Jan. IS, Zion Baptist Church,
8158 Highway 351, Henderson:
Jan. 19, Southside Baptist
Church. Nichols Street,
Princeton;
Jan. 20, Hickory Baptist
Church, Rt. 2, Hickory:
Jan 21, Sinking Fork Baptist
Church, 3990 Princeton Rd..
Hopkinsvilk;
Jan. 22. Central City First Baptist Church. 114 North Third St.,
Central City;
Jan, 23. Leitchfield First Baptist Church, 106 East Walnut St..
Leitchfield.
Neil Jackson, retired growth
consultant. Southern Baptist Convention Sunday School Board,
Nashville, Tenn., will lead the
workshops.
The evening sessions, Jan. 18
to 22, will begin at 5:30 p.m.
with dinner for pastors. Sunday
School direidtors, outreach directors and church staff.
Jackson will lead this group in
understanding and developing
growth goals for the '90s. The 7
p m. session is 3 training rally for
all church leaders and members
interested in seeing growth in the
church.
Jackson will share simple
growth ideas that can be used to
immediately increase baptisms,
worship and Sunday School
attendance, outreach, contacts
and ministry.
The Jan. 23rd session will
begin at 8:30 a.m. with registration, coffee, Juice and donuts.
The workshop will be from 9
a.m. to noon.
The Sunday School department
is committed to helping churches
grow by reaching persons of all
ages for Christ and His church,
by the mobilization of church
members and by reading the
unchurched. "The Sunday School
is uniquely equipped to reach all

kinds of persons seeking acceptance and hope," ottik.i.ils said
The department is 3 resource
of people who sponsor and promote several statewide and regional
training events each year which
enable persons throughout the
slate to work within their church
Sunday Schools.

PETS OF THE: WFIFK — These four animals are available for adoption at Animal Shelter, East Sycamore Street off South Fourth Street.
operated by The Humane Society of Calloway County. They are, from left, "Fluffy," a male white Poodle; "Little Bit," a spayed female
TerrieriSchnaurer mix; "Danny," a neutered male Collie; and "Thomas," a neutered male Tabby and White Shorthair cat. Animals who
do not find homes must be destroyed. Hours of the shelter, open to the public, are I (0 4:45 p.m. Monday, Thursday and Friday, 1 to 6:15
p.m. Tuesday, 1 to 4:30 p.m. Saturday. and closed Sunday. The Humane Society is a member of United Way of Murray and Calloway
County. For information call 759-4141.
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The Jackson Purchase Section
of the American Society for
Quality Control will be Thursday,
Jan. 14, at the Plumley Company.
Pans, Tenn.
Robert Sledd from Plumley
Companies will be the featured
speaker. His topic will be "Nissian Model Line Activity
Process."
The meeting will start with
dinner at 6:30 p.m. with the program to follow at 7:30 p.m.
ASQC members are encouraged to attend, and visitors and
guests are always welcome.
For reservations or additional
information, contact John Wallace at General Tire, Mayfield,
phone 1-251-2248. or Allison
Elder at Plumley Companies, Paris, Tenn.. phone 1-901-642-5382.
Reservations should be made
no loser than Teesday. Jan 12.

•

4 Roll Pkg.

Fres

Jackson Purchase
Section of ASQC
to meet Jan. 14

FOOD G
"Home Owned

Baby boy is
born Dec. 15
Mr. and Mrs. Darren Howard
of Rt. I. Murray, are the parents
of a son, Chasten Boyd Howard,
born on Tuesday, Dec. 15. at 3
p.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The baby weighed six pounds
10 ounces and measured 201A
inches. The mother is the former
Jenise Boyd.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Max Boyd and Mrs. Wanda Howard and the late Charles Howard,
all of Murray.
Great-grandparents are Mrs.
Louella Boyd and the late Harold
Boyd and Mrs. Clara Howard and
the late Brown Howard, all of
Murray, Mr. and Mrs. Ruble Taylor of New Concord, and the late
Mr. and Mrs. Obie Paschall.
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PUBLIC NOTICE
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Town

As Welcome Wagon Representatives, we call on brides-to-be, new'parents
and movers with a basket full of useful gifts We'd like to call on you!
Welcome Wagon, An American Tradition.
Pleas& Call
lngeborg Kin;, 492-8348
753-3079
Kathryn Outland,

Leigh Landini

Leigh Landini is one of seven
Murray State University seniors
from Murray who are among 41
MSU students named to the 1993
edition of Who's Who Among
Students in American Universities and Colleges.
Landini is the daughter of Dr.
Ann Landini of Murray and Tom
Landini of Portland, Ore.
She is a print journalism and
political science double major at

Murray State. She is involved
with several honorary organizations, including Alpha Lambda
Delta, Alpha Mu Gamma, Kappa
Tau Alpha, Omicron Delta Kappa, and Pi Sigma Alpha.
Landini serves as president of
Alpha Chi honor society, secretary of Young Democrats, vice
president of public relations for
Student Ambassadors and is a
member of the Student Leader-

Prices Good
Wed., Dec. 30
Thru
Tues., Jan. 5

Frozen
Citrus Hill

Orange Juice

to Soup

12 Oz. Can

49'

z.

Kraft Wrapped

American Singles
12 Oz. 16 Slices

$149

Golden Rod

SMART SHOPPER CARD
elf°

1% Milk

$189
Gal.

Williams Hot or Mild

' Sau
6 sage
q139
Pimento Cheese
12 Oz.
S159

Fresh Boneless

Lb.

WILLIAM C. BEALE, son of
Charles L. Beale of 1902 Westwood, Murray, and Denise Miles
of 2203 Edinborough Dr., Murray, recently enlisted in the
United States Navy.
Beale, a 1990 Murray High
School graduate, enlisted under
the Navy's Delayed Entry Program. This program allows young
men and women to enlist up to a
year in advance of their actual
entry onto active duty.
The local man will depart for
basic training in Orlando, Fla., in
December 1992. Following basic,
he will begin four weeks of training in the Navy's Airman
Apprenticeship Program.
Under the Airman Apprenticeship Program, persons who have
not chosen a specific career field
receive general aviation training
prior to being assigned to a Navy
ship or squadron. Once at their
first assignment, they may train
in a job, or request additional
Navy schooling in a field in
which they are qualified.

Mr. and Mrs. Jeffrey Rob Miller of Louisville are the parents of
a son, Joseph Taylor Miller, born
on Wednesday, Dec. 23, at
Humana Audubon, Louisville.
The baby weighed nine pounds
two ounces and measured 20
inches. The mother is the former
Sherry L. Alexander of Murray.
A brother is Shawn Tyler Miller,
18 months.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Gerald Alexander of Farmington
and the late Joe Rob Miller and
the late Patsy Lawrence Miller of
Murray. Great-grandparents are
Mrs. Trudy Miller of Murray and
Ralph Teeples of South Lyon,
Mich.

Mrs Grissom

un Turkey

CHAD A. YOUNG, son of
Reginald L. and Margaret Ann
Young of Rt. 1, Box 274A, Murray, recently enlisted in the
United States Navy.
Young, currently a senior at
Calloway County High School,
enlisted under the Navy's
Delayed Entry Program. This
program allows young men and
women to enlist up to a year in
advance of their actual entry onto
active duty.
The local man will depart for
basic training in Great Lakes, Ill.,
in September 1993. Following
basic, he will begin eight weeks
of training as a Navy storekeeper.
Storekeepers issue repair parts,
clothing and other items. They
prepare requisitions and orders to
maintain supplies, take inventories, maintain financial records
and operate air terminals
overseas.

Miller baby
boy is born

Lb.

Sheindosh

ship Development Board and the
Student Life Advisory Council.
While at Murray State, Landini
has served as associate editor,
news editor, assistant news editor
and staff writer of the campus
newspaper, The Murray State
News.
The first vice president for the
Kentucky Intercollegiate Press
Association, she has been an
intern at The Paducah Sun as a
staff writer and copy editor.
Additionally, she has served an
internship with U.S. Rep. Carroll
Hubbard.
Along with several MSU scholarships, Landini has received the
Scripps Howard and Kentucky
Press Association scholarships,
and the 1991 Roy Howard Award
for Public Affairs Reporting.
With a 3.85 grade-point average, she is a MSU Dean's List
student.

SERVICE NOTES

'We accept U.S. Govt.
Food Stamps and W.I.C.

mpbelis
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Chocolate
The Cold War isn't over
Your warm heart can help stop the cold.
When you pay your next
utility bill, simply add SI.$S or more
to the total. Every penny of this
donation will be sent to WinterCare,
to help keep others warm. C.mail
your contribution to WintoCare
at the address below.
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CALENDAR
Wednesday, Dec. 30
Bible Classes/7 p.m./University
Church of Christ_

Wednesday, Dec. 30
Memorial Baptist Church events
include Prayer service/7 p.m. and
Sanctuary Choirt8 p.m.

Bible Classes/7 p.m./Glendale
Road Church of Christ.

Dexter Baptist Church
worship/6:30 p.m.

New Life Christian Center will
not have services tonight

1111111111F
•

Wednesday, Dec. 30
Oak Grua e Baptist Church/prayer
meeting, RAs and GAs/6.30 p.m.

First Baptist Church events

Elm Grove Baptist Church events

include Library open/6:15 p.m..
Klaymata/6:30 p.m. and Prayer
meeting/6:45 p.m.

Westside Baptist Church events

Thursday. Dec. 31
Murray Ledger & Times will
have an early deadline for New
Year's Eve.

include Mid-Week Bible Study all
youth mission organizationsr p.m.
include prayer service/i p m

Three BR, 2 BA horne with
formal hying and dining rooms,
plus den. Many other recent
improvements. Just reduced.
Take Wiswell Rd. to Gibbs Store
Rd. Turn left. 11.irn right in
Camelot and right at "Y", house
on right.

Kopperud Realty
711

753-1222

7534563

Calloway County Fiscal
Court/I0 a.m./chambers of County Judge/Executive George
Weaks.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2
p m for senior citizens'
acu.ities.
Weaks Center/open 9 a.m.-4
p.m. for senior citizens'
activities.

la ii St.

Installation
and Service

YOU CAN'T BEAT OUR

PRICES
"We Also Do Window Tinting."

Singles Friendship of Paris,
Tenn./7:30 p.m./Farm Bureau
Building, Paris. Info/Kennith
Broach, 753-3580.

Gospel event
will be held
here Jan. 17
The Office of Minority Student
Affairs at Murray State University will sponsor a Gospel Extravaganza on Sunday. Jan. 17.
This will be at 3 p.m. in the
theatre of Curtis Center at Murray State.
The group is currently seeking
groups or individuals to participate in this event.
Anyone interested in participating, should call the office at
762-6836 between the hours of 8
a.m. to 4:30 p.m.. Monday
through Friday, or write to Office
of Minonty Student Affairs, Murray State University, Curris Center, Murray, Ky. 42071.
The office will be closed
through Monday, Jan. 4, for the
holidays.
Persons or groups are asked to
notify the group by Sunday. Jan.
10, if they would like to participate in the event. This program
will be taped for broadcast by
WKMS at a later date, according
to Doris L. Clark, coordinator of
Minority Student Affairs at MSU.

AA and Al-Anon closed
meetings/8 p.m./Senior Citizens
Center, Benton.

Henderson
baby is born
PRO events here Dec. 5
tiew Life Christian Center New
Year

E‘e service/10 p.m.

are planned
MIAMI INDIAN
O eld
NG
BI
Mayfi
dway
Broa
715 E.
Every Saturday & Akmday
DOORS OPEN 5:30 P.M. GAME STARTS 7:00 P.M.
Early Binds At 6:30
* Call About Weekly Specials *

247-8537

R. STUART A. NAULTY
IP R. MARY BOLTON
Specializing in medical and surgical
correction of foot disorders
Monday thru Friday
Hours by Appointment
Bel-Air Center S. 12th St.
Murray, Ky. 1-502-753-0666

Kentucky Medical Review
Organization, the Peer Review
Organization (PRO) for Kentucky, is committed to making sure
that physicians and other providers of medical care, have access
to information about PRO Scope
of Work activities, the meaning
of a PRO review, and the right to
a reconsideration and appeal of
PRO decisions.
For those purposes, Kentucky
Medical Review Organization
will conduct the following educational meetings:
Jan. 13. Paducah Community
College, Paducah;
March 10, Western Kentucky
University. Bowling Green;
March 24, University of Kentucky, Lexington.
As always, PRO educational
sessions are tailored to the needs
of the audiences with Provider
meeting from 9 a.m. to noon, and
Physician meeting from 1:30 to 4
p.m..
For more information about
these meetings, contact Kentucky
Medical Review Organizatin.
Program Education Department,
2901 Ohio Blvd., P.O. Box 3713,
Terre Haute, IN 47803, phone
1-812-234-1499.

Mr. and Mrs. Jeff Henderson
of Murray are the parents of a
daughter. Rachel Alexandra Henderson, born on Saturday. Dec. 5,
at Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.
The baby weighed six pounds
and six ounces. The mother is the
former Tammy Lcmonds.
Grandparents are Bobby and
Betty Henderson and Robert and
Barbara Lemonds, all of Paris,
Tenn. Great-grandparents are
Margie Gonzalec of Florida and
Men-el Coleman of Paris.

BailPictured at Alpha Mu meeting at home of Dorotha and (;ene
Janice
from
left,
,
seated
g,
and
Flemin
ey were, standing, Kathie
Pritchett, Ilayna Bowers, Angela Smith, Julie Abernathy and Amy
Scott, all members of Mu Sigma Collegiate Chapter.

Baileys open their home
for special holiday event
By HELEN STEFFEN
Alpha Mu Chaplet R•pertim

The holiday spirit was in the
air on Sunday. Dec. 13, as Alpha
Mu *4760, Epsilon Sigma Alpha
International Sorority members
found their way to the home of
Dortha and Gene Bailey, who
hosted the annual potluck giftexchange dinner.
The house and outside grounds
were decorated for the holidays.
Husbands were also invited.
President Kathie Fleming presided. Various reports were given.
Tickets and money from the
Gerber Baby Doll promotion
were turned in at the meeting.
The total was nearly $500 with
funds going to St. Jude's Children's Research Hospital, Memphis, Tenn.
Kelly Brown, Murray State
University student, dressed with
Santa's hat, drew the winner of
the doll, as Mu Sigma ESA Collegiate Chatper members and
their advisor and president of
Alpha Mu looked on. Both chapters sold tickets. The winner was
Jewel Lee of Dexter.

Dortha Bailey, educational
director of Alpha Mu, presented
the Educational taken from Encyclopedia Americana.
A record of one of Johann
Sebastian Bach's compositions
was started for background music
titled "Air for the G String."
Bailey presented special facts and
events of Bach. German musician
and composer.
Present were the Baileys,
Kathie and Don Fleming, Lillian
and Kcn Cook, Jean Lewis, Kelly
Brown, Helen Steffen, Pat Wilson, Mary Vidmer, Marjorie Hall,
Helen Campbell, Kathie Gentry,
Carol Lewis, and Margaret Terhune, along with the newly chartered chapter members of Mu
Sigma Collegiate Chapter of ESA
at MSU who were Janice Pritchett, Amy Scott, Julie Abernathy,
Angela Smith and Llayna
Bowers.
The next Alpha Mu meeting
will be Tuesday, Jan. 5, with a
Bingo game being sponsored at
West View Nursing Home for the
patients with possibly a short
sing-a-long starting at 6 p.m. It
was suggested some quarters be
brought for the winners, among
other prizes.

Newborns,
dismissals
are released
In the Dec. 25th report from
Murray-Calloway County Hospital, published on Monday, Dec.
28, the name of one of the newborn admissions should have
been Durbin baby girl, parents,
Elizabeth and Tracy, 100 Fox
Meadows A-8, Murray. The
name, Durbin, was inadvertently
spelled wrong.

Our Thanks

0

DOLL HOUSE GIVEN AWAY — Doyle Williams was the winner
of the hand-crafted doll house, donated by Al Vereycken. This
promotion was sponsored by Murray -Calloway County Senior
Citizens with Mrs. Williams, a volunteer with the group, becoming
the winner.

Newborn admissions
Alexander baby girl, mother, Kim-

Murray-Calloway County
1$g

st

After Christmas

SALE

*
for giving us another fantastic year
at W.A.T.C.H.

All Fall & Winter
Merchandise

1/2

Price

a
Each and every contribution helps assure those we serve

ties
continued confident and progressive future. The Work Activi
staff
Training Center for the Handicapped board of directors, center
ing
promis
and program participants extend our wish for a bright and
1993 to all of our community friends.
Special thanks also to the Murray Ledger and Times and
of
WSJP-WBLN for their on-going assistance in the promotion
for their
W.A.T.C.H. activities and to the Murray Optimist Club
ally
annual Christmas tree donation that makes the holidays especi
festive at the Center.

$uzie
$11appe
University Square

753-7657

,)
e

• •

berly , Rt. 1, Box 10, Gilbertsville.
Merrell baby girl, parents, Tammy
and James, Rt 2, Box 168. Murray.

Dismissals
Mrs. Kay Smith, P.0 Box 194, New
Concord, Mrs. Mary Parrish, 107 Clark
Si , Murray;
Mrs. Roxi• Neale, West View Nursing Home, Murray, Robert Lenvel
Smith, 1621 Loch Lomond, Murray,
Jamie Don Rutland, 101 Center St.,
Apt 12, Hazel. Mrs Anna Maria Oliver
and baby boy, 1120 Circarama,
Murray:
Darns Gene Pritchard, Rt. 1, Box
155. Sedalia; John W. Cloud, HC Box
336 New Concord;
William Cox. 1714 Ridgewood, Murray; Mrs Joann Strong and baby boy,
1307 Longview, Mayfield:
Tom Roscoe, P 0. Box 983, Murray.
Mrs Janet Elizabeth Greer and baby
boy. 114 South Poplar, Paris, Tenn ,
Mrs Freida Stockdale, Rt 1, Box
194, Hazel; Mrs. Lee Ann Grasy and
baby boy. R1 4, Box 318, Murray

MURRAY
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A & A AUTO
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W.A.T.C.H. Inc.

Two newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Tuesday,
Dec. 29, have been released as
follows:

702 Main

(502)759-1965
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MOET ET CHANDON
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partly because his
had been cut off, leaving him to drink Belgian beer.

SALE! 25.99
NN White Star Extra
Gentle, fruity and not dude as dry as the Wet
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MOET'S IN AMERICA
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PICK UP OR DINE-IN ONLY
Buy Any Large Pizza at Regular Price
Get Any Medium Pizza

11 9
MARTINI & ROSSI
Asti Spumante

HOME IMPROVEMENT
SPECIAIJST

1

Vinyl and Aluminum Siting
Replacement Wincbws-Pabo Doors
Carports•Patio Enclosures
*Woherina
*CartainTsed
*Raynokls
'Alcoa
•1.4aslic
5 Year Labor Warranty Insured
Brad Haugh, Owner
P0 Box 1064, Murray, KY 42071
(502)75342110
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TOTTS
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TOTT'S
Brut & X-Dry
Blanc De Noir

-

$229
Only ON

Buffet

988

750 ML

Mr. Gatti's All-You-Can-Eat
Pizza & SpaGatti Buffet

p
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KORBEL
Brut, X-Dry, Brut Rose

KORBEL NATURAL
Korbel's Finest & Driest
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NEW YEAR'S EVE
PARTY!
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AMERICAN SPARKLING
WINE OF THE YEAR!
Roederer Estate Brut

753-6656

Chestnut St.

4

rPERRIER-JOUET BRUT
SAL E!27.99
I NV Grand
and acidity, I
This cuvee is a sheer beauty, with a perfect balance of fruit
that nondeloacy and body. Perrier4ouet Grand Brut demonstrates
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Perrler-Jouet "Fleur de Champagne"
1985 Wins Hachette's
"Grappe d'Or" Award!
The 1991 Hachette Wine Guide has given its
highest award, La Grappe d'Or (The Golden
Grape) to Perner-Jouet's tete de cuvee, Fleur
de Champagne 1985. This prestigious award
is presented annually to just one wine out'ot
more than 13,000 entries Over 450judges presided, sampling each wine blind We salute
Perrier-Jouet on this distinguished honor.

it in a cost focus on a plan next year to make
dant supply of coal were not find a way to use
ssee River a
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
effective, environmental way," the polluted Tenne making it
used.
by
model
Tennessee Valley Authority
nal
natio
Waters said.
"It is very much to the advanable."
Chairman John Waters said Tuescan
He also said TVA plans to "fishable and swimm
we
if
mers
custo
our
of
tage
day he'll work with Presidentelect Clinton on any transition
involving the federal utility.
giF
1F
"I think we have proven that
- 111'
an
in
te
opera
government can
v
efficient manner," Waters told a
news conference. "That's what
1
the Clinton administration would
be interested in."
The Clinton administration will
also be interested in the vacancy
on the three -member board
created in July when Marvin
Runyon left to become Postmaster General.
Waters' own future remains in
limbo because his nine-year term
expires in May. He who was
appointed in 1984 by Republican
President Ronald Reagan.
Waters said he has met with
it
the incoming Democrats' transition team. But he wouldn't discuss his job prospects.
"I don't know what they are,"
Waters told reporters. "I talked
to the Clinton transition team and
they are aware of the vacancy
and that my term expires in May.
"They're aware of a need for
working out a smooth
transition."
Waters, who became board
chairman when Runyon left, said
1992 was a good one for TVA.
He cited records in production,
plans to hold rates steady for
'Equal a of toppings
three more years, the sale of
or less-up to 10 items
'Special Good 12/30/92-1/3/93
nearly $7 billion in bonds, a new
'Original Crust
t present coupon
'Mus
labor agreement and strides in the
ordering
when
nuclear power industry and envir*Not good with any other special
onmental research.
•No delivery on this special
Waters said the new year will
bring efforts to clean up the valley's water quality problems, a
long-term strategy outline and the
possibility of a $500 million
investment to build a clean burning coal plant.
TVA is one of several agencies
submitting a plan to the Department of Energy for a coal plant
that would remove the polluting
sulphur dioxide to be sold as
fertilizer.
TVA spokesman John Moulton
said the plant would be located at
one of five potential sites in West
Tennessee, Alabama or
Kentucky.
Waters said the valley's eco*Lunch or Dinner
nomy would suffer if the abun-
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Nobody Beats
This Price!

PRICES EFFECTIVE THRU NEW YEARS
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FOOD STORES

4'

Open Mon.-Thurs. & Sat. 9 o m.-7 p.m.. Fri. 9 a.m.-8 p.m., Sun. Noon-6 p.m.
We Accept Food Stamps & WIC Vouchstrs
12th St. at Storey Ave.

AD EFFECTIVE 12-30 THRU 1-5-93

Blackeye
Peas

Cabbage

15 oz. Can

dr

Golden Quick 7,/2 oz. Box

Macaroni & Cheese Dinner

Jiffy Corn 81/2 oz. Box
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Whole Smoked

Grade A

Whole Fryers

Lb.

48

MEAT DEPARTMENT VALUES
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MEAT DEPARTMENT VALUES

Boston
Butt

Sausage

Hillshire
Sliced

Cocktail Pepperoni
Smokies

Sliced Into Steak
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1 Lb. Roll
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Country Legend

Sandwich Slices

95

2
59
1 Lb

Pizza
7 oz

79

10 oz

Morning Delight

Blue Bonnet

Frozen

Biscuits

Quarters

Waffles

71/2 oz. Can

16 oz

10 oz

Everyday Low Price!

Everyday Low Price!

Everyday Low Price!

Ralston Saltine

J Higgs

Crackers

Potato Chips

16 oz

8 oz

Ranch House

J Higgs

Chili Beans

Pretzels

15 oz

8 oz

Everyday Low Price!

Fruit Valley

59
Peaches
99

9
9

16 oz

99'

Crinkle Cut

9

Fries
5 Lb.

Everyday Low Price!
Butterfinger

Mayonnaise

Candy Bars

32 oz Jar

6 Pack

169

Nacho

Troll

Cheese Sauce

Fruit Snacks$ 189

16 oz

19

99
Creamer 99 Toaster Pastries 89
mcmidan
Cherry Pies
Corn Flakes 994
25'
Bromley's

Apple Juice $119 Apple Butter
64 oz Jar

28 oz Jar

Pecan Wins

Enhance Non Dairy

Morning Delight

Libby's Sliced

Peas

Marcin

Aunt Fanny's

8 oz

99'
Frozen Blackeye

Fox

1/2 Gal

29 oz

19'

Muffin Mix

10 oz

Everyday Low Price!

Pepsi Cola
Products
2 Liter

88

11 oz Box

16 oz

Morning Gem

Pepsi Cola $299
12 Pk. Cans

18 oz Box

4 oz. Pak
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Many rural post offices
I $30
are no more than memories

Al GUTTERS
Continuous
Aluminum Gutters
(Cowards' I RoskIsnal)

FREE ESTIMATES

Cell
753-7020

them there's not even a general
store because of transportation
and supermarkets."
The Postal Service has estimated that closing Axtel will
save S16,000 a year. a figure that
Joe E. Shannon, retail marketing
specialist for the district, said
would be similar to that saved in
Union Star.
Sherry Cain, spokeswoman for
the Louisville District, says mail
customers have been affected by
modernization. Most of them are
no longer farmers. They drive
away to work and are more likely
to buy a stamp in town than in
the part-time office at home.
Meanwhile, most people have
grown accustomed to the conveniences of home delivery, which
in rural areas is often cheaper for
the Postal Service to provide.
But Moorman is unimpressed.
"Have you ever tried to check
into a mobile post office to get
something done?" he asks. "It's
hard to catch up with it."
And he argues that the least
mobile of society, the elderly and
the poor, will pay the price.
But some Union Star residents
say the change has not been nearly as bad as they had imagined
when they first heard the news in
the spring.

MNII
'
MN

FREE

Get Your
FULL SPINAL EXAMINATION

VALUE

UNION STAR, Ky. (AP) —
When the post office was closed
at least temporarily in this Breckinridge County community as
part of a cost-cutting effort, it
halted a way of life for some
residents.
For people like 86-year-old
Rosie Cundiff, the small white
frame post office was a popular
destination. They not only
strolled to the post office to pick
up their mail, but to catch up on
the latest gossip.
"I miss it more than anything
in the world," Cundiff said.
On April 3, the Union Star post
office went the way of many
small community post offices.
The postmaster, Mary Ruth Parker, locked the door for what may
have been the last time. She
handed the key to a U.S. Postal
Service employee from Louisville. The two of them had packed
up all the equipment and taken
down the Union Star sign.
"I took down the flag off the
flagpole and put it in the trunk of
his car," Parker said. "The flag
was the last thing I put in the
trunk ... and we closed the lid and
he took off."
She paused for a long moment.
"It was rough," she said.
It's an emotion felt in many
places. In the past decade, post
offices have been closed in more
than 135 communities in the
Postal Service's Louisville District, a territory that includes
parts of southern Indiana and all
of Kentucky, except communities
in northern Kentucky near
Cincinnati.
The closings hit mostly out-ofthe-way Kentucky places with
names like Chevrolet and Ford;
Crummies and Climax; Wildcat
and Foxtown. Places like Ned,
Maud, Patsy, Emma, Stella,
Louellen and Clifford. Places like
Straight Creek, Dry Creek and
Grassy Creek; Wrigley and
Democrat and Fishtrap. Places
that, in a lot of cases, got their
name when they got their post
office.
And of the 960-some post
offices still operating in the
Louisville District, about 140
more arc being considered for
closing, all but a handful of
which have "temporarily" suspended operation while the post
office considers their fate. Such
is the situation in Union Star,
where II new mailboxes have
sprung up around the town of
about 200 people, replacing the
general delivery service at the old
post office.
.Most of the offices under
review were left vacant when
about 180 postmasters in the district took early retirement under a
plan that was offered this year to
cut Postal Service costs. Nationwide, the plan called for cuts of
30,000 management jobs, which
would help save $2 billion and
eliminate the need to raise the
price of a stamp by a nickel or
more.
The closings have hit Brcckinridge County hard. Since taking
office seven years ago, county
Judge-Executive Tom Moorman
has watched the closing of the
offices in Glen Dean, Sample and
Axtel and the suspension of
offices in Union Star and
Constantine.
Moorman says his county,
among the largest in area in the
state, is still rural, and "these
little communities are still
significant."
He wasn't very critical about
the decision to close the Axtel
office, which was only a mile or
so from the McDaniels office.
But Moorman has been a vocal
opponent of the Postal Service's
decisions in other places, in some
of which people now have to
drive about 10 miles on narrow,
winding roads to get to the county's 14 remaining post offices.
"Little communities like Glen
Dean and Webster and Union
Star and Sample and places like
that, the last vestiges of their
Community identity is the post
office," he said.
"The schools are gone, probably for good reason. A lot of
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NO OBLIGATION • NOTHING TO PAY

You may have one of these 16
DANGER SIGNALS OF PINCHED NERVES:
1.
2.
3.
4.
I
i

Low Back Pain
Headaches
Shoulder Pain
Arthritis

5.
6.
7.
B.

Dizziness
Sore Elbows
Neck Pain
Indigestion

9. Numb Hands
10. Bursitis
11. Pain Down Legs
12. Muscle Spasms

13.
14.
15.
16.

Numb Fingers
Hip Pain
Tight Muscles
Aching Feet

FIND OUT NOW whether careful, professional chiropractic care can relieve your aches
and pains.
This examination normally costs $30.00 or more. It will include a chiropractic orthopedic test, a
chiropractic neurological test, a blood pressure test, a spinal alignment check,an examination
for restricted or excess motion in the spine, a test for muscle strength and a private
consultation with the doctor to discuss the results.

Dr. D•nnIs L. Kooken, D.C.
This entire examination is FREE
It you want mote cafe and treatment
we do all the paperworic

FREE.
DISCLAIMER - OUR OFIC POLICY PROTECTS YOU:-THE PATIENT ANID ANY OTHER PERSON RESPONSIBLE FOR PAYMENT HAS A RIGHT TO REFUSE TO PAY,CANCEL PAYMENT OR BE
REIMBURSED FOR PAYMENT FOR ANY OTHER SERVICES, EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT WHICH IS PERFORMED AS A RESULT OF AND WITHIN 7"2 HOURS OF RESPONDING TO THE
ADVERTISEMENT FOR THE FREE SERVICE EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT •

CALL for your FREE appointment NOW!

I $30
VALUE

HESKETT CHIROPRACTIC CENTER
301 N. 12th Street
(at University Square)
Murray, Ky. 42071

759-1116
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BRING THIS COUPON
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i
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Creative Interiors
New Year's Clearance
Thursday, New Year's Eve
10:00 A.M.-4:00 P.M.
Friday, New veartc Day
12:00 Noon-5:00 P.M.
Sat, Jax uary 2nd

9:00 A.M.-5:00 P.M.
Up To 50% Off List
Entire Stock
(Including La-Z-Boy, Norwalk, Kincaid, Universal,
Simmons Beautyrest And Sealy Posturepedic)

PLUS

Up To 24 Months NO
Finance Charges
(Minimtun $500. Approved Credit. Stock Merchandise Only)

Creative Interiors
"On The Square" - Mayfield - 247-4488
VISA-MASTERCARD

FREE LAYAWAY

90 DAYS SAME AS CASH
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Blacklisted
writer finally
receives award
LOS ANGELES (AP) - The
late Dalton Trumbo, blacklisted
during the McCarthy era, has
officially been given the 1953
Academy Award for his screenplay for "Roman Holiday."
The Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences announced
Tuesday that it was amending its
records to show Trumbo as win•
ning the Oscar.
Trumbo, unable to find work in
the 1950s during the antiCommunist furor, had enlisted
fellow screenwriter Ian McClellan Hunter to act as his "front,.
and it was Hunter who was
received the Academy Award.
Trumbo's widow. Cleo, will be
given the Oscar in May at a
screening of the film, which
starred Audrey Hepburn.
Trumbo also received an Oscar
in 1956 for "The Brave One."
written under the pseudorirn
Robert Rich.

Bald eagle
nest destroyed
SEMINOLE, Fla. iAPi— A
vandal with a chain saw cut down
a tree in which a pair of endangered bald eagles had built a nest.
Wildlife officials salvaged an
egg but said there was only a
slim chance it would hatch.
The 80-foot tree, in a densel!,
wooded area on private property
was felled late Monday or early
Tuesday. Investigators said the
tree was singled out; the vandal
had to travel past many other
trees to reach it.
"To have something like this
happen, it kicks a lot of people in
the teeth," said Tony Smiler. a
wildlife expen hired by Pinellas
County to monitor the nest.
The eagle pair has been in the
spotlight for years. Plans for a
bridge were changed after environmentalists said construction
would disturb the birds

IBM wins 83
billion contract
:,a,
NEW YORK ,.AP;
won a S3 billion contract to provide McDonnell Douglas Corpwith computer and telephone services over 10 years.
The deal announced Tuesda.s
was one of. the biggest in the
industry and a rare hit of good
news for IBM, which has
announced plans to eliminate
25.000 jobs next year in a hid to
stem mounting losses_
The computer giant beat out
competitors that included Electronic Data Systems Corp., a
General Motors Corp. subsidiar
IBM will acquire McDonnell
Douglas' in-house computer and
phone system and run it for the
aircraft maker in what is known
as "outsourcing."

8 a.m.-7 p.m.

Fac•oa
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1407 Main
Phone 753-4682
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We Do Custom Bar-B-Q Turkeys, Hams & Shoulders
Emge Yellow Wrapper

Hams
1 39

Pork Loin

,t

End
Roast
$ 1 49
I

Owen's Best Slab Sliced

Center Cut

n
Baco
3-4 Lb. Pkg.

Pork Chops

Emge
Jowl
Squares
$ 19

99!

Form(

Lb
89

Chicken Leg
Quarters

29

Bust s

Lb

Peas

Dole

Bugles

Lb.

I

Juice

6-7 oz

'6 oz

99'

41

Smoked Ham Trimmirlgs

$ 1 89

64 oz.

Merit Saltine

Crackers
16 oz

Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite,
Mello Yello or Mr. Pibb

Orange Juice

1/2% Milk

For Seasoning

89! 59c 89P!

Minute Maid

R ch

Wt•Oiet

$299
Lb

Beef
d
Groun
Butt
Sirloin
3-4 Lb. Pkg.
1 89 Pineapple

Snacks

OT.r01.4

Bokea

72 0'

U.S. Choice Whole Top

Pork Loin
59
Blackeye

$ 1 49

2 Liter

'
89

Dixie Crystal

Soft & Gentle

Sugar
$ 1 69

Bathroom Tissue

69

5 Lb.

4 Roll Pkg.
Showboat

oz 3/1
2/79'
Corn
3/$1
Spaghetti
89'
Spaghetti & Meat Balls
15

or C.S.

12 oz

Red Cross Long

7 OZ

Chef Boyarde 15 oz

gal

1% Milk

D*

Owen's Best Family Pack

(C,„t Into Chops)

Pork & Beans

Spare Ribs
79
1
Ham

Owens

Sliced 1 29 lb

F av

Country Style

Seaboard

Lb

LI;

lu

McDonnell. based in St. Louis.
is the nation's largest defense
contractor.

Hours:
Mon.-Sat.

141
•
CO
PricesG
ood
Dec. 30 thru
Jan. 5

$ 1 89

I

Freshlike F.S. or Cut

Green Beans

1372 oz.

Jiffy Corn

Muffin Mix

2/79c
1

8.5 oz 4/$

Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite,
Mello Yello, Mr. Pibb 12
Golden Wheat

pk $299

$1

Hyde Park Large Roll

Paper Towels

Chili w/Beans

15.5 oz
French's Worchestershire

Sauce

10 oz

89'
109

Vlasic Kosher or Polish

774 OZ. 3

Mac. & Cheese

Van Camps

2/$ 1

Dill Spears

69
24 oz

Sweet Peas 14 5 oz 2/79
Sweet Sue 24 oz

Chicken & Dumplings

$ 1 39

4)
1
i
SNAPitt
SPECIAL NEEDS

i

ADOPTION PROGRAM

9346
1-800-432affruczy
cAgiNr iala NYMAN RESOlik:IS

4 ~
Al&1

EARN
6.40%
1 \ IF F F ItUFI) \\\l 111
1' 1 I (.1 \If 1\ IF
"if
Fl\F lt
\HI If •••1 THU \1111
%1'1,1

FARM
BUREAU

7534703
-1

Owen's Famous

BBC) Pork
$489
Lb

Eckrich
All Meat

Bologna
$ 1 99
Lb.

Owen's Best

Golden Ripe

Cole Slaw

BBQ Chicken

Bananas

99

8
$1!

25!

Owen's Best
Storemade

Lk,

Owen's Best
Storemade

Ham Salad

$219

LB

Owen's Famous

1 W. Cello Pk.

BQ Ribs
$359

Carrots

U.S. *1 Russet

Fancy Green

Potatoes

Cabbage

10 Lb. Bag
1

39

25

California

Fancy Bell

Broccoli

Peppers

390 99' 3/$1

To advertise or subscribe to the
Murray Ledger & Times call 753-1916

'Lt. 7 .

•
.
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SECTION B
Robbery victim
uses nose to
telephone police

V'VE RESERVE THE
RIGHT TO LIMIT
QUANTITIES

ELIZABETHTOWN, Ky.(AP)
— A garage owner used his nose
to summon police after he
answered a stranded motorist's
call for help, was robbed and left
tied up on Western Kentucky
Parkway.
Richard Filyaw was struck on
the head by the thief, who took
his wallet and a .38-caliber handgun from the wrecker but left the
cellular telephone hanging out the
door.
Filyaw used his nose to dial
911.
State police records show the
call was received at 8:12 p.m.
EST Sunday from a man who
identified himself as a wrecker
driver named Rick. The man was
very short of breath, but managed
to say that he was on the parkway
about halfway between White
Mills and Elizabethtown.
Filyaw, owner of a garage at
Cecilia, was treated and released
from Hardin Memorial Hospital.
He told police he received a call
from a man who said his vehicle
was disabled near the 130-mile
marker.
The man had apparently
walked or hitch-hiked to a food
mart where he made the call, said
state police Detective Mark
Haynes
Filyaw picked the man up at
the food mart in his wrecker,
drove to the man's vehicle and
jump-started it. "Apparently
while (Filyaw) was putting his
things away, the guy hit him in
the head," Haynes said.

OPEN MONDAY THRU SATURDAY P, AM TO 7 PM

Folgers

Purina

Custom Roasted

Cat Chow

Coffee
34 Oz. Can

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi or
7-Up, or Mt. Dew

Richtex

12 Pk. 12 Oz. Can

Bush's

Vlasic
George Jones
Country Gold

Sauerkraut

Dog Food

32 Oz. Jar

20 Lb. Bag

Great Northern
or Pinto Beans

Stanford woman
claims lotto prize

3
!ft
7.1
7 etti
Spagh
Oz. Box

JSH
Steal NOfthe°

Beans

15 Oz. Can

4/61

PRODUCE DEPARTME T

MEAT DEPARTMENT
-

Naval

Oranges

8/s1

88 Size

Family Pack
Ohse

Wieners

49C
12 Oz. Pkg.

Ground
Beef

Washington State
ed or Yellow Delicious

Fresh

Green
Cabbage

Apple

US #1 White

Partins

Potatoes

Sausage

Flash fire
injures miners

10 Lb. Bag

1 Lb. Pkg.
Lb.

$137

STANFORD, Ky. (AP) -Ilene Severance didn't even
check the winning numbers from
Saturday's Lotto Kentucky game
for two days, and when she did
finally look at the newspaper, she
read the front section first.
But then the Stanford woman
turned to the numbers and saw
the ones she had selected: 2, 5, 7,
14, 21 and 24.
"I had a feeling for a long
time that I was going to win — I
just didn't know when or how
much — so it really wasn't a
shock," said Severance, who
went to lottery headquarters
Tuesday to claim the first installment of her S6.5 million prize.
Severance had been to Lexington on Monday. When she got
home, her daughter, Andrea Gifford, told her she ought to check
the ticket because no one had
claimed the jackpot.
Severance got her paper but
read the entire front section first
before turning to check the
numbers.
She will receive S325,000
before taxes each year for 20
years.
Durham's Grocery will receive
a S65,000 bonus for selling the
winning ticket.
Store owner Joe Crain said the
money will go toward repaying a
loan he had to take out to remove
some underground fuel tanks.
Severance, a nursing instructor,
also plans to pay off some bills
and buy a new car but has not
made any other decisions about
how to use her winnings.
"I like teaching, so I'm really
not making any plans yet," she
said.

$137

Ultra
Tide
Detergent
Reg. or With Bleach 98 to 110 Oz.
••••
••••••••••••• 111 M 11111111111 • 111 MIB••••
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RICHLANDS, Va. (AP) -- A
flash fire in a coal mine injured
five miners, three critically.
The men were 2,000 feet inside
the Consolidation Coal Co. mine
Tuesday when methane gas apparently ignited, said Paul Kvederis, a company spokesman. More
than 40 other miners were evacuated safely.
Two of those hurt were
reported in stable condition.
It was the second mine acident this month in the coal fields
of Appalachia. On Dec. 7, eight
miners died in an explosion in a
Wise County, Va., mine.
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SPORTS
Under Par

Wildcats
plan party
after win

Alcohol-related incident
forces Daly off PGA Tour

By The Associated Press

,

St. Louis

Ihird-ranked Kentucky plans
to leave New York with some
hardware from the ECAC Holiday Festival.
The Wildcats (7-0), an 89-67
victor. over Rutgers on Monday
night, will face St. John's t5-3)
for the tournament tale tonight in
Madison Square Garden. St.
John's defeated Manhattan 74-59
in the other first-round game.
-We came here to take care of
rusiness." said Kentucky forAird Jamal Mashburn, who
,rt.sd 22 points against Rutgers.
•'We can party Wednesday night
alter winning it all."
Kentucky is playing in Madi, Square Garden for the first
since defeating North
•:
J'na-Charloue in the 1976
Nonal Invitation Tournament.
leads the series
Kentuck
I n SE St John's 9-4, but the
k.e.itnen won the most recent
meeting in 1985. an 86-70 victory
ir the NCA.A. Midwest Regional
:)en...er The game was the last
t,Irrier UK coach Joe B. Hall,
•
announced his retirement
the contest.

By BOB GREEN
AP Gen Writes
John Daly's pro golf career is
on hold for the foreseeable
future.
In an action unprecedented in
the sport, the long-hiuing, highly popular Daly has withdrawn
from early tournaments on the
1993 PGA Tour to "pursue
counseling immediately for an
alcohol-related problem."
"I will check into an alcohol
rehabilitation facility and will
return to tournament play only
when I am comfortable my life
is in order," Daly said Tuesday
in a joint statement with commissioner Deane Beman from
PGA Tour headquarters in
Ponte Vcctra, Fla.
Aside from the brief statements by Daly and Beman, the
tour said neither will be available for further comment.
Daly's current whereabouts are
known only to Beman, a tour
spokesman said.
"We all wish John the best
in solving what is clearly a difficult situation for him and his
family," Beman's statement

Associated Press photo
John l)als will be out of PGA action for a while he rehabs in a
dim. after A recent incident.

highlights
Racer errors

said, "and we hope that a successful rehabilitation will lead
to a return to the tour."
But there is no indication
when that may be.
"There is no timetable on
this," tour spokesman Sid Wilson said. "It'll just be as long
as it takes."
While drug and alcohol rehabilitation programs arc common
in other pro sporu. Daly's withdrawal — Bcman said it was
voluntary — from an unknown
number of tournaments to seek
professional help is believed to
be unique among leading pro
golfers.
Daly's decision to seek professional help follows an altercation at a party at his home in
Castle Rock, Colo., Dec. 20
which resulted in Daly's arrest
on charges of third degree
assault. He is currently free on
S1,000 bail.
Douglas County (Colo.) sheriff's officers quoted Daly's wife
Bettye as saying John "just lost
it," slammed her against a wall
and pulled her hair.

COLLEGE FOOTBALL
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Utah
AP — Respect is earned and not tree.. • :r. bu on this nighL it was given. it grudgingl
vs,ihington State of the Pac.tik..-10 C'onference
t:unt.1 admiration for Utah after squeaking by the
Alhetic Conference team 31-2A in the Copper
A; Tuesday night.
it
•ik the country- will look at this and say.
'A AC: ani think we played under our potential,"
•
! ash:rigton State flanker Phillip Bobo "But all the
.ees is the record, not the heart of a team. The
p!a:ers were disappointed, but not crushed. hs
mg.

Chris Yergensen missed a 20-yard field goal with 3:19
"I think we should go out with our heads held high,"
that would have tied the game, something Utah
of
21
remaining
completed
who
Dolce,
Frank
k
said Utes quarterbac
40 passes for 315 yards and two touchdowns. "We played coach Ron McBride felt would be temporary.
"I wasn't playing for a tie. It was a damned chip shot,"
a good game. We got down early and came back. I'm real
said. "We make it and there's still four minutes
McBride
team."
proud of this
them to throw the ball and maybe we get an
forces
left. It
Cougars quarterback Drew Bledsoe broke his own interception.
school record in passing for 476 yards, including 87- and
"Maybe if I had to do it over again, I would have gone
48-yard touchdowns to Bobo.
for it (a touchdown on fourth down)."
Bobo had 212 yards on seven catches and was named
About two minutes earlier, Aaron Price, son of Cougars
Offensive Player of the Game.
Mike Price, hit the game-winning 22-yard field goal
coach
Washington State (9-3) rolled up 636 yards to finish its . It was the second time this season he's kicked a field goal
best season since beating Houston in the Aloha Bowl in to win a game in Arizona Stadium.
1988, when if also was 9-3.
Signor Mobley recovered a fumble by Utah's Henry
Utah (6-6) amassed 495 yards, but was unable to score Lusk after a pass reception and returned it nine yards to
in three plays inside the Washington State 5 in the game's the Utes' 21 to set up Price's field goal with 5:08 left.
final four minutes.
A.411M101•111•••=1•1

Bowls not holidays for Illini

COLLEGE BASKETBALL

SAN DIEGO (AP) — The Illinois Fighting Illini have had no
trouble getting into bowl games. The problem has been winning
them.
Illinois (6-4-1), which finished fourth in the Big Ten, will play
its fifth straight postseason game when it meets Western Athletic
Conference ai-champion Hawaii (10-2) tonight in the Holiday
Bowl.
"I'm taking it as a normal game, but the last two times we
haven't done well," Illini senior quarterback Jason Verduzco said.
"So this year we really want to show the country that we can do
well in a bowl game."
Illinois is 1-3 in its last four bowls, including a 6-3 loss to
UCLA in last year's John Hancock Bowl and a 30-0 whipping by
Clemson in the 1991 Hall of Fame Bowl.
Hawaii, making only its second appearance in an NCAAsanctioned bowl, is favored by two points.

Rose miracle dumps Tar Heels
By JIM O'CONNELL
AP Spore wrfo..
Jalen Rose
El(iNoLULL
made two miracle plays in the
final 15 seconds of No. 6 Michigan's 79-78 win over No. 5 NOrth
arilliria in the semifinals of the
Rainbow Classic on Tuesday
night.
One he does all the time, the
other was a first.
The first play was one of desperation that turned into a reverse
alley-0°p Lay up by Chris Wcbbcr.
The second was also of desperation, a rebound jumper, at the
buyer that made a winner of
Michigan (8-1).
"We hung in, played hard and
got lucky," Michigan coach

The Tar Heels called a meow
Steve Fisher said. We got bigtime plays from our big-time /with 25 seconds left and Donald
Williams drove right by reserve
players. Rose and Webber, and
guard Dugan Fife and scored
that's what they're supposed to
with 13 seconds left for their last
do."
of the game.
lead
Derri‘k Phelps had given
lead
76-75
(8-1)a
Jimmy King's baseline jumper
North Carolina
with 1:15 left with two free
with two seconds left fell off the
rim and into Rose's hands and he
throws. Michigan. which had no
converted the short. jumper for
umeouts remaining, worked the
the victory.
ball down to Rose at the baseline
Rose said it was the first time
and his short jumper was off the
he ever won a game at the
mark. A scramble for the rebound
buzzer.
ensued and it was heaved toward
halfcourt. Rose, sensing the shot
Rose finished with 22 points.
clock was working down, heaved
Phelps led North Carolina with
the ball toward the basket from
15 points, Montross had 14
near the midcoun circle. Webber,
points and 10 rebounds and
who finished with 27 points, conGeorge Lynch had 12 points and
verted it in his usual spectacular
16 rebounds.
style.

FSU upsets Trojans
By KEN PETERS
AP Soofte Wriest
ANAHEIM, Calif. — It was
the greatest win in Fresno State
history, and just maybe one of
the most embarrassing losses
for Southern Cal.
Inspired by their chance to
play one of the nation's traditional football powers and motivated even more by comments
by Southern Cal's quarterback,
the determined Bulldogs upset
the 23rd-ranked Trojans 24-7 in
the Freedom Bowl Tuesday
night.
"This is certainly, historically, the greatest win in FSU history by far." Bulldogs coach
Jim Sweeney said after his team
dominated USC on both sides

Jayhawks slips past Hawaii 94-66
By JIM O'CONNELL
AP Sports Writer

.;v••re,-* •
1.•
t--

HONOLULU — Eric Pauley
matched his career-high with 23
points Tuesday night and No. 2
Kansas advanced to the championship game of the Rainbow
Classic with a 94-66 victory over
Hawaii.
The Jayhawks (9-0) will play
No. 6 Michigan for the title on
Wednesday night.
Kansas took control early

against the Rainbows (4-3) with
crisp passing, many of which
went down low so the Jayhawks
could take advantage of their
517.e. Paulcy, a 6-foot-10 senior
center, had 15 of his points in the
first half.
The Jayhawks took a 24-12
lead with 8:57 left in the first
half when Adonis Jordan lofted
an allcy-oop pass on the break to
Darrin Hancock, who dunked and
was fouled for a three-point play.
Kansas scored eight straight

points, the first six on a layup
and two dunks, for a 45-24 lead
with 1:43 left in the half.
Kansas shot 69 percent in the
first half (18 of 26), while the
Rainbows could only manage a
31 percent effort (II for 36).
That's why they trailed 45-28 at
halftime.
Hancock had 11 points for
Kansas, while Pearson and Patrick Richey each had 10.
Fabio Ribeiro led Hawaii with
19 points and Chris Walz had 11.

of the ball. "I felt like we were
in control of the ball game."
They were.
The Bulldogs (9-4) physically
dominated the Trojans (6-5-1),
rolling up 405 yards of total
offense to 183 for USC.
Ron Rivers rushed for 108
yards on 19 carries for Fresno
State, which had 241 yards on
the ground and 164 passing by
quarterback Trent Dilfer.
Most notably, the Bulldog
defenders put the clamps on
USC quarterback Rob Johnson,
who had said that the Trojans
wanted to put the Bulldogs in
their place and "beat them
bad," and were playing them
only because it was a bowl
game. He added that USC
would never schedule Fresno
State.
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Murray State fans that
traveled to the St. Louis
Arena (they were the ones
putting their coats over their
MSU sweatshirts) found
themselves asking many
questions as they watched
the scoreboard quickly tilt to
one side.
The questions and comments from Monday:
— "Why do we have LO
go through this again?"
— "Was the win at
Evansville an aberration?"
— "Has Saint Louis
missed yet?"
— "Mike Mahoney coaches
defense, right? What's he
doing right now?"
— "Arc we the only team
in America that struggles
like this?
— "Isn't Saint Louis playing under a first-year coach
with three sophomores, a
junior and a freshman in the
starting lineup?"
— "If we leave before
halftime, could we make it
back to Murray by
midnight?"
Here are possible reasons
for the 2-5 record. (Open for
suggestions.)
— Fatigue. At any Racer
practice, you're likely to see
one or all players grab a
knee, ankle, back or other
body part and grimace in
pain.
— No chemistry.
— No consistent post production, offensively or defensively. (Any high school
team could get the ball to
the low blocks with little
effort.)
— No leader has stepped
up to take control.
— Two freshmen, Marcus
Brown and Kenneth Taylor,
are two of the Racers' most
poised players. And, they
play defense.
— (Big Reasons) AT
Indiana, AT Seattle, AT
Evansville, AT Virginia Commonwealth, AT Saint Louis,
AT Florida International.
— New players haven't
adjusted to the baggy
uniforms.
With all the pain and suffering that the Racer faithful
have gone through, it's still
hard not to remain optimistic. Last season the Racers
played even worse to this
point, sporting a 3-6 mark,
and still won the OVC.
Enough of the negative,

Lowest Legal Cigarette Carton Prices
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Formal gown
stock now)
ar • f&U
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FAST & FRIENDLY SERVICE

FORMAL WEAR

See us for all your wedding & holiday wear!
DevW Morris
799-49611

Steve
PARKER
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By ,.,OHN 0( WILLEY
AP Sc.)-•s Writer

"It's a nightmare isn't it
Scotty?" St. Louis fans
behind the Murray State
bench yelled on several earsplitting occasions Monday
night. The target was Scott
Edgar and he didn't acknowledge the Billiken faithful.
Had he heard them, he
would've agreed.
Murray State's 94-58 loss
to Saint Louis was as bad
as it gets for a coach, a
team, and a program that
has hopes of pushing Top 25
voters into their corner.
Hey, forget Top 25, how
about a sixth-straight Ohio
Valley Conference championship? After Monday night's
folly in St. Louis, third
place would look golden.
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Saints have eyes on the prize

,
HMI"

By MARY FOSTER
AP sports Writer

NEW ORLEANS (AP) — The
New Orleans Saints know what
happened in their playoff games
in 1987, 1990 and 1991. They
lost. They even think they know
why. Now they hope they have
figured out how to keep it from
happening again.
But then, the Philadelphia
Eagles are working on the same
problem and looking for the same
answers.
"It should be a battle," linebacker Rickey Jackson said.
"We're both in the same position. Both teams have gone to the
dance and both had to leave early. This time we plan to keep
dancing."
Both teams have made three
straight trips to the playoffs only
to bow out after the first game.
Philadelphia owner Norman
Braman got rid of coach Buddy
Ryan who managed to get the
Eagles to the playoffs but never
beyond that first game. He turned
the team over to Rich Kotite with
directions to take them to the

Team 1 In the fifth and sixth grade division won the Calloway County
Girls' Youth Basketball Tournament. Members of the team are: Jessid, Tifca Norsworthy, Sabrina Emerson Lori Flood, Cielita Stubblefiel
fany White, Betty Eldridge, Christy McCuistion, Bethany O'Rouke,
Brooke Lencki and Ashley Lows. Coaches are Al Lenckl and Hal
Kemp.

next level.
"I certainly hope we're going
there," Kotite said. "That's why
I'm here."
For Philadelphia (11-5), Sunday's game is its fourth trip tc
the playoffs in the last five years.
The Eagles' record over those
seasons was 52-28, one of the
best in the NFL. It's in postseason play that they have hit
snags. This year they hope to eliminate those problems.
This year many people picked
the Eagles as the team to win it
all.
New Orleans has five winning
seasons in the past seven years,
including a 12-3 mark in 1987 —
the second best in the NFL and
the NFC Western Division title in
1991 when they were 11-5.
The Saints are also trying for a
fourth time for a first playoff victory. And like Philadelphia, the
players, coaches and fans say
anything else is unacceptable.
"What you did during the season doesn't matter now," Jackson said. "We need to win in the
playoffs or none of it will be
worth anything."

The Saints have good reason to
be optimistic this year. Unlike
last year when they were riddled
with injuries in their secondary,
or 1990 when quarterback Bobby
Hebert sat out the season, or
1987 when the strike hurt them,
New Orleans enters the playoffs
this year healthy at the key positions, with a top-ranked defense,
and the home field advantage.
They have had enough of good
seasons with bad endings.
"You can have a really great
season, but if vim lose that firs'

EVANSVILLE, Ind. (AP) —
Parrish Casebier and Reed Jackson each scored 15 points Tuesday night to lead Evansville to
a 64-46 victory over Indiana
State.
Trailing 2-3 in the first half,
Jackson scored seven of his
points in an 18-0 run as the
Aces (5-3) took a commanding
20-3 lead with 13:33 left in the
first half. They opened the second half with a 16-8 run and
Indiana State (4-4) never
threatened after that.
Jackson hit the only 3-pointer
out of 10 attempts for the Aces,

Team 3 In third and fourth grade division were the champions of the
Calloway County Girl's Youth Basketball Tournment. Members are
Michelle Goodman, Melissa Richardson, Whitney Ragsdale, Amanda
Hart, Rebecca Boyd, Jaime Miller, Erin Heltsley and Tiffany Rogers.
Coaches are Anne Paul and Matt Bell.

James M. Outland, RI. 5, Murray, was the $25 winner this week in the Bob
Harmon Football Contest. Outland, had only two incorrect picks and won
the tie-breaker by guessing the closest to the total of the PittsburghCleveland game. This was the last week for the contest. Organizers of the
contest sad they would like to thank those who helped sponsor the event.
Over an 18 week period, more than 1,200 entries were sent in and $450
was given away in prize money.

The Insurance Center
of Murray
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • Li?:
"Your more than one company agency.

901

Par 3 Golf
& Sports Center

$1.00 OFF
on Golf
with this coupon.
Expires Jan. 20, 1993

(502) 753-1152

L;Mtie Car Classic
First Round
island 78
Rhoda
AIN:tarns 79
Santa Clara 80 Harvard 69
C01111•010/1 IlUtual Classic
Championship
Conhaicuckn 99 Towson St 66
Third Pecs
Harlon:1 67 BrIdgepon 78
Coors 11901 Classic
First Round
Fresno St 66 Nary 53
Long Basch Si 76 E Wetly ngl on 54
Dr Pepper Gleam
Firm Round
Pepperdine 79 George Si 60
4,n U 172
Tn -Cnattanooga 114 50.71,
Far West Cieseic
Championship
Ohio Si 79 Oregon 75
Third Piece
Oregon St 93 Brigham Yo.ing
Fry* Inyitationsi
Championship
Stantord 76
Ohio U
Third Piaci
St Wry's. Cal 61 Amencan 1.1 52
Fame Climax
of
Hell
Charnpeneh•
Mileacruselts 114 Soul?, Carolna 66
Third Place
Holy Cross 90 Ala Birmingnam 83
Iona Classic
Championship
ions 91 Wagner 62
Third Place
Akron 60. Ronda Atlantic 40
Lebo Iniittationsi
Championship
New Meow 54 Porn 51
Third Place

COLLEGE BASKETBALL
EAST
E Shore 64 Cern Connecticut St 67
SOUTH
AM -Line Rock 75 GrarrtIrvg St 63
Georgia Tech 105 t'cungstovin Si 45
LSU 03 NW Louisiana 79
Lt8J1818141 Tech 66 TORS{ Chnsban 49
hhsassçipi Si 75 Birmingham-Southern 71
NC 1M noon 66 Marrs 73
S Carolina St 85 Winthrop 53
Tennesiseit 90 Furrnsn 77
Virgirsa 82 Radlord 63
W Gasoline 73 St Andrews 42
W lecnigan 77 Morehead St 47
MIDWEST
CincInnati 65 Dayton 55
Evansele 64 inokana Si 46
Iowa St 99 hannesota 65
Margolis* 61 Illinois S1
N Iowa 76 E Kentucky 73
Wisconsin 110 Atom Si 81
SOUTHWEST
81 18•80 Mexico 64
Texas San API01140 81 .
FAA WEST
Idaho St 86 tenon St 56
lAssool-Rolle 95 N Anions 65
Peak U 77 UC Dark 65
Uteri Si 84 SW* Paohc 76
TOURNAMENTS
ASU•Trbune C1411881C
Chmnpionship
Anzona St 100 [Neon kaircy 94
Third Place
Duck...eine 70 Richmond 65
Albertson's Holiday CIssitic
First Round
Bose St 83 George Mason 76
S Utah 81 Loyola aid 71
An Coupe Tournament
Fires Round
Oklahoma 102 &tasks Anchorage 70
Texas 104 Weber Si 96
Big Island Invhatioeat
Semifinals
Ball Si 90 Liberty $O
San Franoaco 86 Idaho 85 OT
Consolation Bracket
Montt 15 Hawatirlio 78
55
Chamnade
lAssoun 80

h

with Scott Shreffler missing all
five of his tries, but they outshot the Sycamores 49 percent
to 27 percent. Indiana State was
two of seven from 3-point
range.
Casebier also had a gamehigh nine rebounds, but foul
trouble limited him to only 21
minutes on the floor.
Sascha Hupmann added 14
points for the Aces while Andy
Elkins finished with 10.
Greg Thomas was the only
one to score in double figures
for the Sycamores, finishing
with 13.

•

Sullivan's

753-8355

Sycamore

David King

•Alcohol... III Wildcats..
FROM PAGE 2B
Kentucky coach Rick Pitino
has a 3-2 record against St.
John's, all while coaching at
Providence.
Mashburn, a native New Yorker, and teammate Rodrick
Rhodes, who is from nearby
Jersey City, N.J., had a contingent of fans that cheered their
every move against Rutgers.
"It felt good to be home with
my family and friends," said

playoff game it doesn't seem like
a good season," center Joel Hilgenbcrg said. "We don't want to
go through it again."
Coach Jim Mora said his
Christmas wish list had only one
Item on it. Mora wanted the
Saints to win the last game they
ers hope to take the first step
toward granting that wish.
"If we go out and play the
way we've been playing, there's
no doubt in my mind that we can
make it to the Super Bowl," cornerback Toi Cook said.

SCOREBOARD

Aces crush Indiana State

FROM PAGE 2B
"1 deeply regret the incident
at my home over the holidays,"
Daly's statement said.
The altercation at Daly's
home was the latest in a series
of alcohol-related incidents that
became public following his
leap to prominence with a victory in the 1991 PGA
Championship.
Daly admitted he had been
drinking before a confrontation
with an airline stewardess
which resulted in him leaving
the New York-bound plane in
Denver June 22.
He also said he had been
drinking before "trashing a
hotel room in South Africa" in
December 1991.
Daly, 26, became an instant
folk hero 16 months ago as a
then-obscure rookie when, as
the ninth alternate, he gained a
spot in the field for the PGA
national championship at
Crooked Stick in Carmel, Ind.,
and went on to win the
tournament.
His longest-in-the-world distance off the tee, generated with
an unorthodox, wrap-around
swing, and his laid-back, "good
ol' boy" attitude instantly made
him one of the most popular
players in the game. That celebrity, however, also brought
into focus his troubled, off-thecourse personal life, which
Daly once described as "a soap
opera."
In addition to brushes with
authority and scatological references on live television, it
included his highly publicized
break-up with then -fiance Bettye and her subsequent filing of
paternity and palimony suits.
The couple was reconciled, the
suits dropped and they married
early this year before the birth
of their daughter.
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VAlkarn I Mary 77 Nortnnesiern 69
Filmed St. Ilary's Holiday Tournament
First Round
Dolman 67. NC -Greensboro 60
Mount Si Mary's MI 70 Army 66
Music City Invitational
Chempoonship
Vanderbtt 96 Bowling Grown 65
Third Piece
At Force 75 Rider 66 OT

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY

Yorker, got his first start of the
Mashburn. "But we came here to
season and finished with only
win the championship."
Rhodes admitted that he was two points and three rebounds.
rattled by the attention.
Shawnelle Scott scored 16
"Yeah, it did," he said. "I points and grabbed 14 rebounds
wanted to play well in front of in leading St. John's past
my home crowd."
Manhattan.
After a slow start in which he
The Redmcn are making their
missed his first four shots, 31st appearance in the Holiday
Rhodes finished with 15 points. Festival. They have won 11 and
finished second seven times.
Andre Riddick, another New

901

753-8355

Sycamore

“Let me analyze your
insurance needs with a free
Family Insurance Checkup.9,

II St. Louis...
FROM PAGE 2B
take a look at the positive:
— The calendar says
December.
— Depth is not a
problem.
— Despite appearances,
there is talent on the team.
— The OVC hasn't even
begun handing out those
annoying hand bills for the
OVC Tournament in
Lexington.
— Only one game has

_

been on television.
— Could it get worse?
• • • •
For better or worse, sickness and health, Kenneth
Taylor will not be redshirted.
Though he's not completely
recovered from a groin
injury, the 5-10 point guard
will be a big help if he
builds on solid performances
like the ones he had at
Indiana and Saint Louis.

Wap,cy,Ncw

• • • •
Edgar spoke of going back
to the University of Missouri
someday and getting some
respect back after last
season's 92-52 loss. Add
Saint Louis to the list. Fortunately, they get another
shot at the Billikens next
season. Edgar's eyes lit up
and said, "Yes," when asked
if the Bills come to Racer
Arena next season.
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Tennessee-Tombigbee Waterway still awaiting industrial boom
By GARRY MITCHELL
Assooc waled

Prow Writer

DEMOPOLIS, Ala. — Like a
big muddy chain, the TennesseeTombigbee Waterway cuts

through the Deep South with
links of prospenty for some of
Amenca's poorest communiues
Sull, economists look in vain
for the industrial boom that backers of the often-ridiculed, S2 bil-

lion federal project promised.
Advocates, noting gradually
increasing barge traffic, growing
tourism and the waterway's taming of the sometimes hostile
Tombigbee River, urge patience

— success, some say, could take
50 years.
For that long before it opened
in 1985, folks in the rural stretches that the waterway now bisects
talked about the grand plan: a
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1111 Day Thursday, December 31st for Inventory

111 lar

Friday 9 a.m. - 7 p.m., Saturday 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Definitely Ends Sunday 1 - 5 p.m.
We are making things simple and easy. Never before such a liquidation sale.
We offer this to our Benton and Marshall County friends, neighbors, and customers first.

Every Item In Stock Is:

It's Simple!
Look At
The Tag
And Pay
Only
Half!

Monday - Friday
9:00 - 7:00

linking of the winding Tombigbee River with the mighty Tennessee, providing a shipping link
from the Midwest to the Gulf, a
shorter alternative to the Mississippi River.
"1 first h‘ard about it when I
was 8 years old," said Buddy
Bain, a country singer in Tupelo,
Miss. "I've lived to sec it come
true."
Now 70, Bain includes the
man-made stream in his song,
"Tupelo":
"John Rankin's dreams are
coming true,
"The Tennessee-Tombigbee
Waterway,
"And folks keep raisin' cotton
with very little pay."
The late Mississippi Congressman John Rankin was an early
supporter of the waterway, first
authorized by Congress in 1945.
Construction finally began in
1972. Despite support from key
Southern congressmen, federal
funding over the next 13 years
could never be taken for granted.
Environmentalists sued to stop
construction, as did the Louisville
& Nashville Railroad, anticipating lost cargo business to the
Tenn-Tom.
Seven years after completion,
it has brought a measure of prosperity for some of towns along its
234 -mile route from the
Tennessee-Mississippi state line
to Mobile.
"It has helped some without
question," said Demopolis attorney Rick Manley, a member of
the board that oversees the waterway, pointing to new plants and
improved ports in some river
towns.
But the waterway itself was
never envisioned as a moneymaker, he said.
"An industry doesn't build a
new plant every day, it's just
going to be a matter of time,"
said Van Hayes, the transportation manager for Vulcan Materials Co. in Birmingham. which
uses the Tenn-Tom when hauling
rock from quarries in Kentucky.
"Where it's advantageous to
use the waterway, certainly we
do," Hayes said.
"As far as our industry is concerned, it really paid for itself by
providing us with a navigable
route," said Don Brock of
Ingram Barge Lines in Paducah,
Ky. Without doubt, the TennTom is a shortcut to the Gulf,
though he said it needs widening
in places and more navigation
aids on water depth.
Tug pilot John Stokes of
Mobile also expressed concern
about shallow spots, notably
some sections between Bay
Spnngs and Columbus, Miss.

"1 imagine everybody that's
run up there has run aground,"
he said. Stokes expects traffic
will continue to climb on the
Tenn-Tom.
Many boat pilots favor the
swifter Lower Mississippi, which
is free of the Tenn-Tom's locks
and dams. But Stokes recalls the
long hot summer of 1988 when
barge traffic shifted to the TennTom as drought lowered
Mississippi.
The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, which oversaw construction of the waterway and spends
at least $18 million a year maintaining it, acknowledges it does
not expect to meet its barge cargo
projection of 40 million tons
moving on the Tenn-Tom by the
year 2000.
Pat Robbins, a corps spokesman in Mobile, said tonnage
increased from 1.7 million tons in
1985 to 5.2 million in 1991.
Another industry, however, is
stirring along the scenic waterway: tourism.
"One of the things people
don't give the waterway credit
for is pleasure-type crafts. They
buy fuel, they buy groceries —
it's a large industry," said Verbon Atkins, a town councilman in
Pickensville, where a Tenn-Tom
visitors center was built.
"The visitors center is our biggest industry now," Atkins said.
The S3 million Greek Revivalstyle building is named for Rep.
Tom Bevill, D-Ala., and a $3.2
million structure at Fulton, Miss.,
is named for another congressional waterway booster, Rep. Jamie
L. Whitten, D-Miss.
The Tenn-Tom has been criticized for decades as pork barrel,
but Bevill defended it from his
office in Washington: "This
waterway is a good investment."
Yachts, many en route to Florida, and fishing boats abound on
the Tenn-Tom's ten lakes.
Tourist visits to 39 federally
operated recreation sites —
campgrounds, boat ramps, and
parks — approached 7 million
last year, adding S35 million to
the area economy, said Donald G.
Waldon, administrator of the
Tennessee-Tombigbee Waterway
Development Authority, based in
Columbus, Miss.
Since the corps opened the
waterway in 1985, Waldon said
the nation's economy has been in
recession, preventing some companies from developing new
plants.
"Obviously everybody wants
to see early returns," said Waldon, but he added that the project's success or failure may not
be known until 50 years from
now.

Court allows KKK cross
to stay at public square
CINCINNATI (AP) — A federal appeals court rejected a bid
by the city to cut short a Ku Klux
Klan cross display in a public
square.
The 6th U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals on Tuesday refused to
suspend a judge's ruling that
allowed a Hanukkah menorah to
be put on Fountain Square. The
Klan had used that ruling to
obtain a 10-day permit to erect a
Cron.
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Living Room Suites
Odd Chairs
Dining Room Sets
Bedroom Suites
Box Springs & Mattresses

ALL
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Bunk Beds
Coffee & End Tables
Curios
Children's Recliners
Recliners

Entertainment Centers
Lamps
Gun Cabinets
Sectionals
Glider Rockers ,24 S4oc14)
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you buy! Just a short drive from where you are
Prices in the area, Guaranteed. Check with us before
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EASY TERMS
UP TO 36
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The Klan permit was good
through this morning, but the city

wanted to cut it short by immediately banning private displays at
the square overnight.
The permit for the menorah
expired Monday.
The U.S. Knights of the Ku
Klux Klan first put up a cross
Dec. 21, but protesters knocked it
down within hours, and a second
cross was also smashed. The
group erected a third cross, which
was still standing Tuesday.
Police have cited at least 10
people on disorderly conduct
charges for damaging or toppling
the crosses.
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Why pay rent and more per gallon for gas
when you can own your tank and buy from us
at a GUARANTEED LOWER PRICE!
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Classified
DEADLINES

190 .........—....Farm Equipment
& Supplies
370
...... Poultry & Supplies
990
Produce
400

120
230
250
290
530

NIISCI:11.1.ANF:t'us
410

Public Sale

540

For Trade

660

Free Column

100

.. Situabon Wanted
Business Opportunity

110

instruction

670

Help Wanted
& Childcare
tic
-.—....Doeass
070

060

Wanted

470 .
480
485
490
495
500
510
520

Card
at Thanks

Soda

TAX DEFERRED
ANNUITY
7.25%
INTEREST
Guaranteed 5 years
Monthly income
availablel
100% reinsured'
100% investment
grade assets'
Substantial penalty
for early withdrawal

McConnell
Insurance
Murray, KY

753-4199
•

NOTICE TO
CREDITORS
The following estate
fiduciary appointments have been
made in the Calloway District Court.
All claims against
these estates should
be filed with the fiduciary within six
months of date of
qualification.
Lavenia L. Ramsey,
503 Richardson St.,
Murray, KY 42071
Deceased, Charles
L. Ramsey, 503 Richardson St., Murray, KY 42071 Executor, 12/15/92 J.
A. Gregory Jr., 204
South Sixth St.,
Murray, KY 42071
Attorney.
Lorena Ruth Troutman, P.O. Box 130,
New Concord, KY
Deceased,
42076
Seaborne,
Noble
3685 VIA De La
REINA, Jacksonville, FL 32217 Administrator, 12/16/
92 Robert 0. Miller,
201 South Fifth St.,
Murray, KY 42071
Attorney.

Basil Lee Jones,
Route 1 Box 75,
Al mo,KY 42020 Deceased, Rhonda Lee
Jones, Route 1 Box
75, Almo, KY 42020
Executrix, 12/16/92
Warren K. Hopkins,
204 South Fifth St.,
Murray, KY 42071
Olean McClanahan,
Calloway County,
Kentucky Deceased,
Tilghman Barrow,
Route 2 Box 69,
Murray, KY 42071
Administrator, 12/
16/92

AURORA Pizza Magic Genuine hand tossed pizza,
fresh salads, sandwiches,
gyros Open aN yew at
5pm Closed Mon and
474 8 1 19,
Tues
1-803449-3034
rim ,1%,.
- tll
1114 \\11.•

‘Vat.(I Elkins
753- I 7

Rent-A-Car
515 S. 121h

St. 753-2255

025
Pomade
MRS Theresa Reader and
Advisor A true born psychic, gifted from God Spe
ciai $500. 502-554-7904
050
Last
AM Found
LOST Men's Scottish Rile/
Masonic ring with 3 diamonds Lost in Murray, December 24th Reward offered 753-2548
060
Hep
Wanted
X300=
x
DOLL HOUSE x
CAFE
X
Exotic Dancers
x
Ray. 7$ East Pere, Tenn
Iton.-Sst. $ p.m-2 am X
X
901442-4297
X
20=
DO you need a JOB, or do
you need help in making
positive advances for the
, We have 22 JOB
future'
OPENINGS for people be
wean the ages of 16-22
years, if you are not in
school. Call 753-9378 five
days a week between
8-00am-3:00pm. We we an
E0E. This proiect is funded
by the Western Kentucky
Private Industry CouncilJTPA

TURNING AGE 65?
PLEASE give us a call for a rate quote on
your Medicare Supplement Policy These

policies are now written in 10 standard plans
and we write all 10. Also at age 65 to 65'h,
acoording to Federal Law, they are all
guaranteed issue regardless of health.
As all plans are EXACTLY ALIKE, your
consideration now should be:
1. Price. 2. Company stability. 3. Service. We
represent 7 'A.M. Best A- or A+ rated'
companies to give you the best possible rates
and service. We may be able to save you
several hundred dollars per year We have
been serving West. Ky. for over 30 years and
would like to be your Agent.

McConnell
Insurance Agency
HopkinsviN• Fed. Savings Building
7th at Main
Murray, KY 753-4199
Nationwide toN fro*.
1400-486-4199

280 ........Mobile Homes For Rent

270

Mobile Homes For Sale

285 Mobile Home Lots For Rent

365

For Bale Or Lease

Business Rentals

420

Home Loans

300

Want To Rant
310
IRANSPORTATION
Motorcycles 320
Apartments For Rent
Auto Services
Auto Parts
Rooms For Rent
Used Cars 330...........
Vans
................Houses For Rent
Used 'bucks 340
Campers
For Rent or Lease
Boats & Motors 360

430

Real Estate

435

Lake Property

440

Lots For Sale

450

Farms For Sale

460

Homes For Sale

win
Help
Wanted

Advertisers are requested to check the
first insertion of their ads for any error.
The Murray Ledger & Times will be
responsible for only one incorrect insertion. Any error should be reported
immediately so corrections can be
made.

REM. ES'1.t I E SA1.ES

REAL ESSAIR RENTAL

Insurance
Exterminating
Business Services
Heating And Cooling
Services Offered

060

020

LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been
filed in the Calloway
District Court by
Melvin Smith, Administrator, of the
estate of Sarah
Ruth Tabers, deceased. Exceptions
to this settlement
must be filed in the
Calloway District
Court on or before
9:00 AM January
4th, 1993, the date
of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk

OFFICE HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.
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010
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020
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Card of Thanks
030
In Memory
040
Lost & Found
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Classified Ad Rates

ADJUSTMENTS
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Deadlines are 2 days in &dean.* and are as follows:
Friday 3 p.m.
Monday Edition
Saturday 10 a.m.
Tuesday Edition
Monday 3 p.m.
Wednesday Edition
Tuesday 3 p.m.
Thursday Edition
Wednesday 3 p.m.
Friday Edition
Thursday 3 p.m.
Saturday Edition
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Computers
120
130 .................Per Sal Or Trade
Want To Boy
140
Article. For Sale
150
Appliances
155
Home Furnishing.
160
Antiques
165
Vacuum Cleaners
170
Machines
Se wing
180
195 .......-..-- Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
200
Firewood
210
Musical
220
Miscellaneous
240
T.V. & Radio
260
Pete & Supplies
380

220

Domestic
CNIiicars

Display Ads
25.00 Column Loch
Display Ads
40% Discount 2nd Run,
60% Discount 3rd Ran
All 3 Ads Mutt Run Within 6 Day Period)
$I 75 per column nab elm for Tusedsy(Shot
p)ng Guide)

Reader Ads:
25e per word $5.00 minimum lit
day. 5e per word per day for each
additional consecutive day. $1.75
extra for shopper(Tues. Classifieds
go into Shopping Guide.) $2.00 extra for blind box ads.

Yard Sale $7.50 Prepaid

Inn

320

Waimea
Rentals

Apartments
For Rent

shop of
213FIcarpebng drapes ref
SETS of encyclopedias, PIANO tuning John 4 CAR dean up
stay nights with el- 2
fice paved lot air
corner hex Gottsdialk. 753.9
dIshwasher, w/d hook-up,
EASY Workl Excellent pay! WILL
gal
45
$25/set
after
4590
753
Call
derly
753-4509
central hie, $350/mo DeAssemble products at
tank, wood cabinet stand,
The family of
Call toll free, 5pm
posit required No pets
home
accessories,
all
240
and
pump
building
metal
50ft
x
88FT
William E. (Bill) 1-800-467-6226, ext 8047
$325 Health master 250
Insulated gas heat Can be 753-9240
090
Peery wishes to exIllscallineous
exercise bike, $35 Preciused for 1 or 2 shops or 2BR duplex with garage
INSTRUCPosition
laser (PCS) bow
sion
press our sincere PART-TIME
storage Located at 406 dishwasher, garage dis
S
COINS
ER
Warded
TORS Madisonville ComCHRISTOPH
651/31' with bow rack and
Carlos posal vo ,d hook up
thanks to ourfriends, munity College needs partnow offers U S and foreign Sunbury Circle See
SEWING jobs wanted, in- accessories $200 2 tae coins at Hobees Coin and Black, Jr at Black's Decor- $450/mo Day 753 7688
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Iran-Contra pardons
may haunt President Bush

CIASSIFIEDS
31)

Swiss
Mrs/
BOB Haley Real Estate
Sales Appraisals Property
Mgt RE,MAX 753 SOLD

HOUSING near MSU for up
to 4 students Available tor
Spring Semester Coleman
RE 753-9898

KOPPERUD REALTY of
fees a complete range of
Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
all prices
homes
753 1222

MUR-CAL Apartments now
accepting applications lor
2 and 3br apartrnents
Phone 759-4984 Equal
Housing Opportunity

RE,MA X Properties Ltd
Bob Perrin Paul Dailey
Bob Haley Jean Bird Bel
Air Center 502-753-SOLD
1-800-369-5780

NEW 2br townhouse all
appliances furnished in
Gaudin° washer and dryer
$450imo plus deposit 1
year lease Available immediately 753 4573

1970 NOVA SS drag car
Light weight, rolling chassis motor & transmission if
needed 492-8615

ANY remodeling. building,
wanting, rooting Rohnsnoss 759-1110

1979 CADILLAC. new Michelin Wes. good body.
clean inside 753-9867

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
Whirlpool 304 yews ex
BOBBY
pero•no•
HOPPER. 436-5848

1984 OLDS Delta U
Black. 2dr. loaded, one
owner excellent condition.
mom miles CM Judy at
Paint Plus 759-4979
1984 RENAULT Encore
2-door. 5-speed pea good
$950
second car
489-2609

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 mwor
manutecarrers Most parts
in 'lock. on my truck All
work and pans wananisd
Ask for Andy aI The Appliance Works, 753-2455

By MIKE FEINSILBER
&negated Pre** Wilier

FORREST Construction LICENSED for electric and
Remodeling. adisons. re- gas 753 7203
pair. posnang, countertops, ROGER Hudson rock haulemend carpentry and blue ing. gravel,sand. dirt, driveprints 753-9688 14 years
experience

way rock
753 6763

GENERAL Repair plumbing, roofing tree work
436-2642

SEPTIC TANK SYSTEMS.
installation, repair, replacement Backhoe service
BRENT ALLEN 759 1515

GERALD WALTERS
Roofing. vinyl siding, paint
ing Free estimates 18
years experience Local re
Swerves 436-2701

GRAVEL tuck and back
BACKHOE Service- ROY hoe service 753 1221 or
HILL Septic system, drive- 753-1537
ways. hauling, foundations. GUTTERING By Sears
it 759-4664
Sews residential and commeta& continuous gutters
BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN sepec ank initialed for your specificsinstelabon, repair. replace- bons Call Sears 753-2310
for tree estimate
ment 756-1515

753-4545.

SEWING machine repair
Kenneth Barnhill
753 2674
SHEETROCK finishing.
textured ceilings Larry
Chrerran 492-8742

WASHINGTON — President
Bush said his Iran-Contra pardons were a simple act of Christmas compassion, but it is now
clear his action will dog his
remaining days in office and vex
him in retirement.
The pardons changed the atmosphere in a capital that had been
getting ready to celebrate a new
president's installation.
The drama has not yet played
Out.

dent's last days in office, fallout
from the pardons is • likely to
dominate events in Washington
until Inauguration Day. Political
repercussions already are evident:
—The Democrats are split.
Responding to lobbying from
Weinberger's lawyer, House
Speaker Thomas Foley of
Washington and Rep. Les Aspin
of Wisconsin, defense secretarydesignate in Bill Clinton's
Cabinet, quietly let Bush know
that they would not criticize a
pardon. When the pardons were
issued, Foley's chief deputy,
House Democratic Leader
Richard Gephardt of Missouri,
denounced them.
—The battle over renewing the
independent counsel law will
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Holiday hirings help jobless rate
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The holiday shopping season
got off so a great start this year,"
said Carlos Cracraft, the state's
chief labor market analyst.
"November is often a slow

Read the classifieds
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An estimated 105,700
unemployed but seeking work,
down from 115.000 the month
before. The figures do not
include people who have not
looked for a job in four weeks.
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Cot 1 Fact 1311(10'

Two Ways Are Better Than One
he loses two more spade tricks to go
South dealer
down one.
North -South vulnerable.
The postmortem reveals that
NORTH
South could have made the contract
*6
by cashing the A-K of clube, deliberJ 753
ately rejecting the finesse. Luckily,
• A Q 1096
queen of clubs falls. However,
the
3
8
10
•
alone doesn't prove the play
that
EAST
WEST
since hindsight is not an accorrect,
3
4
8
K
*
•Q J ,10 5 2
measure for testing correct
ceptable
V Q82
V 10964
play.
2
4
K
•
+73
If we consider the matter fairly,
76 5
•Q 2 .
without looking at the East-West
SOUTH
cards, it turns out, mathematically,
•A 9 7
that cashing the A-K of clubs and
V AK
refusing the club finesse is the right
•J 8 5
line of play. This is because it gives
•A K J 9 4
you two chances to make the contract
The bidding:
instead of only one.
North East
South West
While it is true that you have
Pass
I•
Pass
1*
only about a one in three chance of
3 NT
catching the queen under the A-K,
Opening lead — queen of spades.
the fact
When declarer fails to make a the advantage derives from
appear,
not
does
damsel
the
if
that
the
made,
contract he could have
of your
question often is whether he played you are not yet at the end
suit,
the
abandon
then
can
You
rope.
or
correctly and was unlucky,
and
whether he played incorrectly and treating it as a broken reed,
finesse,
diamond
the
take
instead
.
ineptitude
paid the penalty for his
Take this case where South is in hoping West has the king.
Testing the clubs before tackling
three notrump and West leads a
to
spade. Declarer holds up his ace till the diamonds thus enables you
reserve.
in
finesse
diamond
the
keep
y
apparentl
the third round and then
finesse
has to choose between a diamond or But if you try the diamond
longer
no
can
you
loses,
it
and
first
he
if
hand,
club finesse. In the actual
attempts either finesse, it fails and test your luck in clubs.
Tomorrow: The bidding tells the tale.
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Ten years ago
Murray State University Racers
beat University of Alabama at
Birmingham 81 to 75 for the
championship of UAB Basketball
Tournament. Ricky Hood was
high scorer for Murray. MSU had
beaten Fordham 93 to 63 in the
opening game with Glen Green as
higher scorer for Murray.
Murray City Council took the
first step on Dec. 27 for annexing
remaining three-fourths of Canterbury Subdivison and an adjacent trailer court into the city.
Airman Michael D. Fields is
stationed at Lackland Air Force
Base near San Antonio, Texas.
Mrs. Gladys Williams, 92, of
Lynn Grove is pictured as she
strips a few hands of tobacco at
the stripping shed of her grandson, Chuck Williams, near her
home.

Twenty years ago
Gary Hohman was named
unanimously by the Murray City
Council as park director for the
Murray City Park System. He has
directed the park system for the
past 3'A months on an interim
basis.
Federal grants totaling
$488,400 have been received by
Murray Water and Sewer System
for construction and extension of
southwest sewer interceptor line
which will serve subdivisions in
the southwestern portion of the
city.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. William Fandrich,
Dec. 19; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Glen Puckett, Dec. 20.
Ruth Weston, Nola Lewis and
Iva Alford are new officers of the
Pottertown Homemakers Club.
Thirty years ago

H. Glenn Doran spoke at a
meting of Murray Rotary Club
held at Murray Woman's Club
House. He discussed the work of
the Industrial Foundation of the
Murray Chamber of Commerce.
Mrs. John Bowker directed her
Chorus at Murray High School in
a program at a meeting of Murray
Business and Professional
Women's Club held at Murray
Woman's Club House.
In the Calloway County High
School Invitational Basketball
Tournament, Hickman County
beat Wingo, Mayfield beat North
Marshall, Calloway beat Symsonia and Sedalia beat Fulton
County. Ray Whitlow was high
scorer for Calloway High.
Mr. and Mrs. Rudell Parks and
daughter, Marilyn, of Memphis,
Tenn., have been the guests of
Mrs. Parks' parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Prentice Thomas.

Forty years ago
Rob Ray, senior from Murray,
has been elected president of
Murray State College Chapter of
Pi Omega Pi, national business
educational fraternity.
Wayne E. Gammons, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Low Gammons, and
Aaron L. McGhee, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Jim McGhee, are completing Air Force basic airmen
indoctrination courses at Lackland Air Force Base near San
Antonio, Texas.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Charles 0. Paschall Sr., Dec. 13.
Lochie Faye Hart, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. George Hart, is a
student at Stephens College, Columbia, Mo.
Will Mac Jones, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Carlos Jones, is a student at the University of Kentucky, Lexington.
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Dear Abby
will help, but it's not the total
that it
such a bright future, I can't sec him terrific kids, kind I'm worried
solution.
him.
to
happen
might
tying himself down to this one girl
Keep the lines of communicaHis father and I have been
—at age 16.
open so your son will be
tion
his
3.
and
was
Ryan
since
divorced
an
such
There seems to be
and honest with you.
open
supHis
.
remarried
since
has
father
intense physical attraction — Beth
Discussing birth control with
Ryan rarely
but
help.
checks
port
lap,
his
on
sits
him,
over
all
hangs
help. Have you young people who are on the
and he can't understand that kind sees him, so he's no
verge of becoming sexually
s?
suggestion
of behavior is not acceptable in pub- any
MOM active does not necessarily give
RYAN'S
mess
will
he
that
afraid
so
lic. I am
them the green light, and when
up his life with an unplanned pregDEAR MOM: If you and hormones are raging, an ounce
nancy. We've talked about it, and he
friendly, I of prevention is worth a pound
keeps assuring me that he isn't Beth's mother aren't
r, ofcure.
friendlie
become
you
suggest
doing anything "wrong."
common
Abby, I realize that he is human because you have a
DEAR ABBY: I laughed out loud
the time
and he could get carried away and problem. Limiting
I read about that idiotic
when
together
spend
Beth
and
Ryan
ruin his life. It's happened to other
woman from Beloit, Wis., who is
"proud" of her 13 sets of wind
chimes. She said. "Someone else
must also like wind chimes because
a thief stole three sets from my
By GARY LARSON
porch!"
Wake up, Beloit! That "thier is
probably a neighbor whom you have
Jmana P,
.Sr0.303,
003nadel
0132 F1600.13
driven to the brink of insanity with
the relentless, irritating sounds of
your stupid wind chimes.
A neighbor in our suburban
neighborhood apparently thought
everybody on the block should enjoy
the racket of his large metal cowbell
that would wake me up in the middle of the night when the winds
were gusty.
I politely asked that it be taken
down. After two weeks of no
response to my polite request, I
sneaked over there in the middle of
the night and jammed a rag in the
bell to silence it.
MOM WANIU DID SI4t. %UV
Finally, the cowbell was
ANVTI-IING
A GIRL.
removed. Peace at least. Thank
SAWED
I JOST
God!
KNOW IT.
STEVE HORNER,
APPLE VALLEY, MINN.

DEAR ABBY: My problem is my
16-year-old son."Ryan" is a wonderful young man — everything a
mother could ask for in a son: handsome, smart (honor student, and an
all-around great guy. He seems to
be obsessed with a 16-year-old girl
I'll call Beth. When he is not at her
house, he's on the phone with her. I
finally told him that he had to be off
the phone by 11 p.m. — of course,
by that time he's already been on
the phone for at least two hours!
I can't understand what they can
talk about for that long. I know they
talk about mamage, but Ryan has
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By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
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CATHY
PUT AN RuBsER 6ALOSHEs
OVER VOUR NICE SOOTS SO
THE4 DON'T OCT RUINED IN
THE SNOW, GATH4!
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WRAP A 6AR8AGE SAG OVER '
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o
0 0
0

DEAR DR. GOTT. My 54-year-old
sister suffers from incontinence.
She's had her bladder stretched twice,
without success. She was let go from
her job because of too frequent trips
to the bathroom. She's in constant
pain and antibiotics and pain killers
don't help. Her doctor has diagnosed
her with chronic interstitial cystitis
"Bump him just slightly and, if you survive,
and says there's nothing more he can
do. Can this be true?
you'll know why medical science has dubbed this
DEAR READER: Chronic interstilittle guy the 'very, very serious bone.—
tial cystitis is a recurring, troublesome inflammation of the bladder lining, leading to urinary frequency and
burning. Because it is not an infection,
antibiotic treatment is useless. The
cause is unknown.
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TVA changed course of river

Obituaries
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By DUNCAN MANSFIELD
Associsess Pesos Wier

KNOXVILLE, Tenn. — The
vast Tennessee River is many
things, but it is not the river settlers found two centuries ago.
"This isn't really a river, anymore," environmentalist Leaf
Myczack said. "This is some
kind of hybrid called a reservoir
system."
The Tennessee River flows
westward for 650 miles from
Knoxville to Paducah, Ky., where
it connects with the Ohio River
and feeds into the Mississippi.
It is the fifth largest river system in the United States, drawing
from a 41,000-square-mile basin
that reaches into Virginia, North
Carolina, Georgia and Alabama.
Since 1933, the quasi.
governmental Tennessee Valley
Authority born of Franklin D.
Roosevelt's New Deal administration has shepherded the
ter, Mrs Margaret Perkins, May- development of the river and its
field, half brother, Edward Wil- 150 miles of tributaries.
lie. Kirksey. eight grandchildren.
Twenty-nine dams were built
Sersices will be Thursday at or acquired to provide flood conII am in the chapel of Miller trol and generate electric power.
Funeral Home. Ramsey. III The Locks were erected and a channel
Res. Ray Sundell will officiate
dug to ensure year-round
Burial will follow in Ramsey navigation.
Cemetery
"To my knowledge, it is the
river system that has been
only
Friends may call at the funeral
developed in an intecompletely
tonight
m.
p
home trom 6 to 8
grated fashion from its headwaVcdnesdayl.
ters to its mouth," said Ralph
The family requests that Brooks, TVA water resources
expressions of sympathy take the manager.
torm of contributions to Lincoln
People forget how much the
Land Visiting Nurses of Shelby river has changed.
County. Ill
"This fantastic Tennessee River was almost as much of a problem as it was an asset," said
TVA chairman John Waters, a
TVA board member since 1984
III : two sisters. Dora Hutcherson, who led a barge tour down the
Chicago, and Clara Hutcherson, river two years ago to tout its
Mayv.sEd, Ill.; 27 grandchildren; benefits.
seseral great-grands.hildren.
"You had these times in the
summer when you could practi-

a.m. at First United Methodist
Church, Benton, where he was a
member. Dr. Ben Boone
officiated.
Burial was in Highland Park
Cemetery. Mayfield, with
arrangements by Collier Funeral
Home of Benton.
The family requests that
expressions of sympathy take the
form of donations to A.L.S.
Association, 21021 Ventura
Blvd.. Suite 327, Woodland Hills,
CA 91364. or First United
Methodist Church, Benton, or
Lourdes Hospice Association,
Paducah. Contributions may be
mailed to Collier Funeral Home,
Inc PO. Box 492, Benton, KY
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cally wade across the river and
not get water over the top of your
boots. Then winter and spring
came and the river literally
washed everything away."
The first efforts to alter the river came at Muscle Shoals, Ala.
To avoid 37 miles of rapids there,
including one 15-mile stretch
where the water level fell 85 feet,
three canals were built by 1890.
But only one proved partly
successful.
In 1916, President Woodrow
Wilson proposed a hydroelectric
dam to flood the shoals and power two nitrate plants for World
War I munitions.
The war was over by the time
Wilson Dam was completed in
1924. Congress spent the next
nine years debating what to do
with it, toying briefly with the
idea of selling it for a fraction of
its $130 million cost to industrialist Henry Ford.
Sen. George Norris of Nebraska, chairman of the Senate Agriculture and Forestry Committee,
proposed seven bills in 1933 to
create a regional federal agency
in the Tennessee Valley. The
Muscle Shoals properties were
only part of the plan.
The broader objective was to
put in the practice the theories of
conservationist Gifford Pinchot,
who had been President Theodore
Roosevelt's chief forester.
Pinchot espoused a holistic development of the river as "a unit
from its source to the sea."
FDR embraced the proposals
and sent a special message to
Congress urging the formation of
TVA — "a corporation clothed
with the power of government
but possessed of the flexibility
and initiative of private
enterprise."
Less than three months after
the TVA Act was signed in 1933,
construction began on Norris
Dam on the Clinch River tribut-
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Bill Stewart, 60. died Tuesday
at 4 10 p.m. at his home on Rt. 2,
Puryear. Tenn.
He was a former resident of
Sedalia His death followed an
extended illness.
Byrn Funeral Home of Mayfield will he in charge of funeral
and burial arrangements.

Virs. Lou Della White
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,14,.port.
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died
` 1 1 in Long
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She as a member of Harmony
Grove Baptist Church,
Bridgeport
Mrs. White is survived by one
sister. Ada Cooper, Bridgeport,
Ala and several nieces and
nephews.
Blalock -Coleman Funeral
Home of Murray will be in
charge of funeral and burial
arrangements.
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Linda Kay Bradley had filed
misdemeanor theft charges
against the Johnsons after they
allegedly plugged into her electncal outlets while she was hospitalized. That case is pending in
Boyd District Court.
County Attorney Jerry Vincent
said the Johnsons had asked
Bradley for permission, which
she refused.
After Bradley filed the theft
complaint against the Johnsons,
they allegedly harassed her and
made threats against her, said Lt.
Larry Hall of the Ashland Police
Department. Stalking carries a
possible sentence of 1-5 years in
jail.
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A
Kentucky health official says the
state won't follow federal advice
to stop offering AIDS tests free
to everyone and so must come up
with money from elsewhere to
fully fund the program.
Federal cuts that take effect
next week mean there may be
less money for educating the
public about AIDS and the AIDScausing human immunodeficiency virus, known as HIV.
State officials have not yet
seen anything in writing about
how much less Kentucky can
expect to receive next year, said
Dr. Clarkson Palmer,
communicable-disease branch
manager for the Kentucky
Department for Health Services.
Kentucky got $488,000 in federal money this year for AIDS
prevention. Next year, the state
will get $20,000 to $30,000 less
for HIV testing and counseling
programs and $20,000 to S25,000
less for training of local health
workers and education, although
the exact amounts aren't certain
yet.
Palmer said federal officials
think states should stop offering
AIDS tests free to everyone and
concentrate instead on high-risk
groups, including gay men and
drug addicts who use needles.
But Kentucky won't follow
that advice for two reasons, Palmer said. State officials disagree
with the philosophy, and state
law would not allow it. State
money will have to be found to
fully fund testing programs, he
said. "We'll have to curtail
something else."
Palmer said Kentucky probably
will be forced to cut the AIDS
training it provides local healthdepartment workers and representatives of community organizations. It also will cut the money it

spends on AIDS brochures and
videotapes geared to the general
public, he said.
The federal AIDS cuts have
been criticized by President-elect
Bill Clinton's nominee for surgeon general, Dr. Joycelyn Elders
of Arkansas. State officials hope
that more federal money will be
found for AIDS prevention once
Clinton takes office.
"It sends the wrong message,—
said Jeff Vessels, supervisor of
the Kentucky HIV/AIDS education program. "The problem certainly is not going away, but
these cuts suggest otherwise."
Some additional federal AIDS
money has been earmarked for
private community-based AIDS
organizations, but no Kentucky
groups were included, Palmer
said.
Michael Krctman, the head of
a Louisville-based group, Kentuckiana People With AIDS Coalition, said he wasn't surprised by
the federal cuts. "It's the kind of
action we've grown to expect
from the Reagan-Bush years, and
we'll be glad to see that come to
an end Jan. 20," Inauguration
Day, he said.
AIDS is still not as prevalent
in Kentucky as it is elsewhere.
And state figures indicate that it
is not becoming more common
among heterosexuals and women,
as it is in some other parts of the
country.
Through Nov. 25, 123 Kentuckians had been diagnosed with
AIDS in 1992, compared with
145 in all of 1991. The number
of residents known to be infected
with HIV, but who have not yet
developed AIDS, is 1,336, up
from 1,019 at the end of last
year. State officials have estimated that 4,000 people may be
infected with the virus, but the
rest have not been tested and
don't know they're infected.
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f illness gets you down on
Saturday, you don't have to wait
until Monday to see a doctor.
That's because Hughes Medical
Offices is offering Saturday hours
from 9 a.m. to noon during the
cold and flu season.
We're also pleased to announce
that as an added convenience to
our patients, Hughes Medical
Offices now accepts assignment
on all Medicare claims.
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ary. By 1939, five newly built
hydroelectric facilities were operating and five more were under
construction.
By 1945, the last of nine dams
on the main river, Kentucky
Dam, opened and year-round
navigation for the first time was
possible. It wasn't until 1952,
however, that the river's ninefoot navigation channel was
complete.
Although dam construction
continued until 1979 when the
Tellico Dam was built, hydroelectric power was supplanted by
coal-fired plants as early as 1955
as TVA's chief source of
electricity.
Hydroelectric plants in fiscal
1992 generated 16.1 billion kilowatt hours, only 13 percent of the
112.4 billion kilowatt hours sold
by TVA during the year.
But hydro remains the cheapest
at 0.37 cents a kilowatt, compared to 1.86 cents for coal-fired
and 2.73 cents for nuclear.
Over the years. TVA put thousands to work and brought electricity to homes, farms and
businesses. It developed fertilizers and land management practices to replenish the soil. It
helped eliminate malaria and
reduce flooding. And it brought
portable libraries.
But from the first day it
attracted critics, particularly in
Congress which the TVA
depended on for annual operating
appropriations until its power
programs won self-financing
authority in 1959.
As a result, the agency tended
to exaggerate its accomplishments, said University of Tennessee historian Bruce Wheeler. "It
is very difficult to measure what
TVA has done."
Barge traffic reached an estimated 43 million tons on the
Tennessee River in 1991. But 21
million tons were coal, most for
TVA.
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